CALENDAR

We've e#panded our ealendar to inelude monthl)' listings. The deadline for
Calendar Items is Wednesda31 at noon for .t he following issue.
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Buston CLEARSPACE "Irish at
He ·rt Night" - Irish boiled dinner, $3.
Open bar, $3. Dancing. 103 Charles St.
Tickets: 277-2484.

.(~:·/···
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. /Jr
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Boston - The Boston t;,1':n's Center is
organizing men's whups for consciousness-raising , / mutual support,
and a new look ,.it men 's roles in
society. Groups vt1ii l be formed at 2pm
at Campus Fre~/ ~ollege, 14 Beacon St.
Soston DJgnity is sponsoring a
dinner at . 7p'in in the Arlington St.
Church . $3.5() , Beef Burgundy ' Open.
. ,I
GambriOg1' Closetspace (740am)
hosts th~iCambr iage Feminist Art Collective, 9jim.
'·

i

2dmon
Bosfbn - John Geras.si, t
Boyp of Boi-se, will spea
Boi.s e Committee meetin
Old West Church , 131 Ca
Hajtford - Public he
pos,ed a
teqting
Mfi n St

'2s"sat•,,.,."

,.. _

Provideo.c1r<~ Public hearings on the
Prov-idence
Comprehensive
Anti-Disqr1fuination Ordinance. 7pm in the Counsel Chambers at City Hall. Info: 277-0966.
Boston - Bible study related discussi0n
topics are part of the mid-week sevices at
MCC. " Names We Call God" rap will follow service. 8pm . 131 Cambridge St. Old
West Church .
Boston - Poetry reading. Ron Schreiber
will read poems with the California poet
Clive Matson, 12:30pm, UMass, Columbia
Point Campus, English Dept. lounge (6t h
floor, bldg. 1).

23thurs
Boston - CLEARSPACE is presenting a
3-hour course entitled "Legal Protection
for Lovers". Instructor will be Atty .
Richard Rubino. 6-rnpm, 91 Newbury Sf
3rd floor. 7.50 tuitiori. Info: 277-0~!5
Princeton, NJ - Gay People/P ·
presents a program on Perso: ·
Development. Thomas Shost
sor of Human Affairs at Br
lege, will discuss what is
the development of an indivi
capacities through life. 8p
.Unitarian Church , Cherry Hil
06.

3I fri

Hartford ..:..· Organizat·i ~~fih,qieeting for
Bangor, ME - Maine Gay Symposium V
·the Northeast Conference of LeSl:/ian and
at Bangor Community College . $5 regiGay Activists. MCC/Hartford. lnfd' ' ,(§17)
stration . Write the Wilde-Stein Club;
567-4494.
•,.•.,,
Memorial Union, Orono, ME 0447'3
Cambridge Gay folkdancing. 3-6pm. · . Boston - The B.U. Women's Center will
Peabody Room , 3rd floor, Phillips Brooks ; ,,....IJe having a Women's Film Festival at
House, Harvard Yard.
1:~.0pm in the basement of Morse Audi,VYC - Purim Danc.e at Beth Simchat
torA1111 , 602 Comm . Ave. The lesbian film
.Torah, the Gay Synagogue for Women
'·A Comedy in Six Unnatural Acts" is
and Men. 9pm. $3 donation. 57 Bethune St.
among °ltipse featured. Free.

26sun
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Cambridge Clos
740am) Al Bouchard
will talk about Clears
munity center effort.
Cambridge - Goodthe Common Grounds
·
·c. 2:30pm. 100

··.1.

NYC - Eastern °Jajegional Lesbian Conference at Hunter ·'( ;ollege. Contact Lesbians Rising , Hun!'l;)r College • or Gay
Women .of Brown !!101) 863-2189 for
schedul · 'nd 1nformat°li?,n.
-=t

A l elebration of Re. '" Universalist Gay
t. 7pm.
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GCN Investigates the Cases in This Analysis

Murder in Lowell, Beating -in .Boston Raise
Serious Questions
By David Brill
BOSTON - On February 2, Lowell
police discovered the body of a young
man who had been shot several times.
His hands and feet were bound and his
socks were placed under his arms. Two
weeks later, he was identified as Curtis
"Dale" Barbre, a 21-year-old Baltimore native who had been living in
Boston,
Dale Barbre was not without enemies. Talks with people who knew and
worked with him inevitably bring up
words like "rip-off artist" and "drug
dealer." Like Chelsea's Elsie, Dale
Barbre "wasn't what you'd call a
blushing flower." An ex-employer of
his told this reporter that Barbre left
work in the middle of a busy night at
the urging of a "big-spending trick."
At first, Lowell detectives told reporters that Barbre was last seen before
his death at Together, which the Village Voice once called "downtown
Boston's prime chicken bar." In fact,

however., a subsequent investigation
disclosed that Barbre went from Together to the Regency Baths later that
night.
On February 17, three Lowell detectives, accompanied by Boston ·Police
Det. Peter J. O'Malley of District One,
met with the owner · of the Regency
Bath~, in a downtown bar, to talk
about the murder. Two persons who
were at the Regency that evening ."Rob," a 25-year-old employee, and
"Rick," a 21-year-old ·customer - had
apparently remembered seeing Barbre .
leave the Regency that night. (A wellknown drag queen followed him from
there, although that person has since
been exonerated in connection with the
murder.)
0'Malley visited the Regency the
next day and asked if there were any
records of Barbre's presence there that
evening. There were none, he was told,
because the records from that night
had been thrown out, quite accident-

ally. O'Malley was angry and suspicious. The next day he threatened "a
lot of problems" for the Regency if the
information was not forthcQming. Jim
. Mitchell, proprietor of the Regency,
responded that he had already cooperated fully. (Mitchell has a history of
helping law enforcement .authorities
solve gay murders and there was thus
no reason for O'Malley· to question
him.) Never one for laxity, O'Malley
. continued the investigation - even
though it was Lowell's murder, not
Boston's - and was convinced that
"Rick" and "Rob" knew more than
they were saying. There were a few
more meetings and a few more threats.
On March 7, O'Malley was dancing
at Together with a young woman at
about 10:45 p.m. By all accounts from people who were there, he was not
sober, even though he was scheduled to
go on duty in less than two hours. Rick
and Rob, who were also in the club,
claim that O'Malley,_upon seeing them

together, accused thetn of being lovers
(which they are not) and of covering up
information in the Barbre murder to
protect each other.
Both men claim that 0'Malley proceeded to chase them to the upstairs
door of the basement-level bar. ·
O'Malley then began to punch Rick in
the face (more than 25 times, Rick
said), causing him to become semiconscious. Together's manager, Donald Richard, pulled O'Malley off the
slightly-built Rick and then the detective, who is twice the si-ze of Rick,
started in on Rob. Both young men
went ·: to Mass. General Hospital and
were treated; Rick was kept overnight
for head wounds, bruises, and
bleeding.
Donald Richard, however - an exprizefighter who prefers to be called an
"entrepeneur" - gives a different
account of the incident. He says Rick
glared at and taunted O'Malley while
the detective was dancing, telling him
-

·

Continued on page 6

Advocate u ·as No Comment on Person Fired in EST Dispute
By Jim Marko
SAN MA TEO, CA - The publisher
of the Advocate, David Goodstein, has
no comment on the firing of an em~
ployee who has charged that he was let
go because he refused to participate in
· an EST program.
advertising
an
Smith,
James
assistant at the paper, claimed that he
was fired by the . paper's national
advertising director because he refused
to join the regular EST program or to
take a special EST program for
Advocate employees.
The EST program is described as a
"60-hour experience to realize the
potential of our lives and an educational experience to enhance aliveness and well-being." Critics of the
program have' called it nothing more
than a brainwashing technique and a
thinly disguised religion.
James Smith told the San Francisco
daily Sentinel that Advocate publisher
David Goodstein said that unless Smith
-took EST he would lose his chance for
promotion and lose salary increases.
The Sentinel reported that .several
Advocate employees have confirmed
Smith's story that he was fired because
of his opposition to EST.

Advocate publisher David Goodstein
GCN contacted the Advocate but
was unable to speak to Goodstein. A
·spokesperson, who would not identify
· himself, told GCN that the firing was
"between Mr. Smith and his supervisor." "It's no one else's business,"
the spokesperson said. When · asked if this . meant that
Goodstein would 'have no comment on
the matter, the spokesperson tersely

repeated himself saying that the firing
of Smith was "no one else's business."
The spokesperson also had no comment on any EST programs at the
Advocate.
In its story, the Sentinel quoted
Smith as saying that the "high echelon
at the Advocate are disciples of EST
and they are intimidating other people
here ,to take it."
GCN has learned that Goodstein has
a definite purpose in mind concerning
the EST program·. According to a highly placed source within the paper, the
Advocate publisher plans to use the
EST graduates in two political organizations, the Advocate Political Action·
Fund (APAF) and the Advocate Resear ~h and Education Fund (AREF).
Goodstein is beginning his own "gay
version of EST." The program, which
he has christened "The Advocate Experience,'' has been approved by EST
founder Werner Ehrard. "The Experience," given free to Advocate
employees, will cost the general public
$150 for a two day session.
GCN was told by its source at the
paper that Goodstein is refusing adver,t_ising for fund-raising efforts in
Eugene , Oregon, and Wichita, Kansas,

where the gay communities face Dade
County-like referenda. Goodstein is
refusing that paid advertising because,
GCN was told, it' would interfere with
his own fund-raising efforts for tt'te
new political organizations.
The.re are changes beginning. in the
Advocate staff following Goodstein's
Reportedly
"Experience" efforts.
Sasha ·Gregory-Lewis, the paper's
senior_editor, has left that position to
become a "consultant" to the paper.
Randy Shilts, a veteran journalist at
the Advocate and a reporter for
television station KQED, has already
,
resigned.
Shilts told GCN that he "objects to
Goodstein forcing people into taking
EST." "But I am really offended," he
added, "by the politicaJ fundraising of
APAF and AREF - it undermines my
professional standing as a reporter to
be part of a political group."
The fired employee, James Smith,
has contacted the American Civil
Liberties Union about filing suit
against the Advocate for attempting to
deny his constitutional rights. The
Advocate is cufrently involved in a suit
charging it with discrimination against
women in employment.

Nearly 50 Charged After Increase in Arrests. at ·Boston Library
BOSTON - An extraordinary increase in the number of arrests at the
first floor men's room · of the Boston ·
Public Library in Copley Square was
reported last week . Police records indicate that nearly fifty men were arrested
on various charges (such as open and
gross lewdness, indecent exposure, unnatural acts, and even prostitution)
during a five-day period.
Most of the arrests ·were made by
Officer Angelo. Toricci, an "attractive,
young'' plainclothes officer who,
according to some of the men who

were arrested, stood nearby the urinals
''masturbating himst;lf to encourage
sexual .advances." One man, who was
in the men's room on legitimate business declined · the officer's advances,
and reported that the officeraskedhim,
"Are you gay?" he responded, "Yes,
but I'm not interested," and the officer
then proceeded to arrest him.
Observed in Boston Municipal Court
during the arraignments, Torrici's
statement of facts was the same for ·
each · defendant. He observed the de-

fendant masturbating in the men's
room. While some of the men agreed
to the submission of facts during their.
arraignments (and had their cases continued without a finding for one year),
others intend to press for a trial to
accuse the officer of concocting nonexistent charges.
Boston Police Capt. James McDonald, of District Four, told GCN .t hat
the plainclothes officers were assigned
to the library at the request of the
library management and on the com-

plaints of numerous citizens who said
they were solicited in the men's room .
"I sent them there because we got so
many calls from private citizens we had
to do something: I believe in gay rights,
but they don't extend to public rest~
rooms," McDonald said.
All men visiting the library should
beware that many of the men who have
been arrested did nothing illegal.
Therefore, extreme caution should be
exer~ised in all parts of the library at all
times.

News Notes
ATTENDING BOSTON REPS
BOSTON ~ In response to requests from several readers, GCN · has tabulated the attendance
records of the four Boston /state representatives
whose districts include large segments of the g,a y
community.
There were 770 roll-call votes during the 1977
session of the House, according to the Journals of
the House. An analysis of the roll-calls reveals:
-- Rep . Barney Frank of Back Bay qnd Beacon
Hill was abse'n t for 10 votes, for an attendance
.
record of 98.7%.
- Rep . Mel King, whose new district includes
most of the South End and Fenway, was absent for
·
97 votes, for an attendance record of 87.4 % .
-- Rep . Roland Orlandi, whose new district
includes the North End , waterfront, downtown , and
parts of Beacon Hill and the South End , was absent
for 152 votes, for an attendance record of 80 .2% ..'
- Rep . Elaine Noble , whose district has been
divided between Frank, King, Rep. William Galvin
(D-Brighton), and Rep. Kevin Fitzgerald (D-Mission
Hill) , was absent for 21,5 roll-call votes, for an attendance record of 72% .

MASS. ERA
BOSTON - In arn effort to fully implement the
Mass. Equal ·.,Rights Amendment, hundreds of
women, supporters and friends throughout the
state have_fqrmed the Mass. ERA Implementation
·coalition. ).
The Coalition has set for itself the task of
"organizing the massive lobbying effort it v-: ill toke
to bring all of Massachusetts' laws into compliance." Help is needed in all areas of the Coalition's
effort and in all areas of the state. Interested
people should c9ntact the Coalition at 68 DevonJhire St., 5th floor, Boston 02190 or by phore at
617-7 42-8020.

JANUS THERAPY GROUP
BOSTON - Janus Counseling is offering a
therapy group for women with long-term problems
with depression, anxiety and troubled relationships.
The primary focus of the group wilf be on building interpersonal skills and problem-solving to
understand and meet one's personal needs. The
group will meet on Wednesday nights 7 :30 to 9:30
starting March 29.
For more information call Gail Harris or Lauro
Rood at Janus Counseling Associates, 661-2537 .

LESBIAN SELF-HELP
A lesbian self-help group
CAMBRIDGE begins at the Women's Community Health Center
on May 3. The four weekly sessions will be . held
between 7 and 10 p.m .
The group is being formed to deal with "whole
body care, to share information about sexually
transmissable diseases, and to discuss is sues like
lesbia'1 se~uality and ·lesbians and children.
For more information contact the Women's
Community Health Ceryter, 137 Hampshire St. ,
Cambr idge, MA 02139 , telephone 617-547-2303 .

POLICE SEX-CHANGE
WASHINGTON, DC -- A police officer here
who is seeking a sex change operation has been
placed on sick leave by the department after
refu,:;ing to stop- treatments and refusing to
undergo psychotherapy.
The officer was placed on sick leave on Jan . 27
and as of Feb. 27 has been on leave without pay.
The poiice department will now decide whether it
wants to fire the officer, retire him or allow him to
return to active duty .
The unnamed officer has been living full-time
as a woman but had been going to work in a suit
and tie . He said that he will return to work
.
"dressed only as a woman ."
In his seven years with the DC police, the
officer , who is 34, has received 18 commendations
and worked as an undercover officer. A spokes person for Chief Burtell Jefferson said the chief
could not comment on the case unti l a decision is
_m ade o n what act ion the department will take.
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GERASSI AND BOSTON/BOISE
Dr. John Gerossi, journalist,
BOSTON author and a Professor of Political Science at San
Francisco State College in California, will speak
Monday night, March 20, at 8 p.m. at the Old West
Church, Cambridge St., Boston.
Gerossi will speak on the topic: "Boston and
Boise: Parallels." His appearance is sponsored by
the· Boston / Boise Committee. Gerassi has authored
\ numerous books including The Boys of Boise, on
expose of the witchhu ntin Boise, Idaho, 23 years
ago, whlch led to ruin, suicide and murder for many
of the gay men prosecuted in an alleged sex ring
case.

NORTHEAST NOW
ALBANY, NY - The Northeast Regional Conference of the National Organization for Women
(NOW) will be held in Albany April 7-9. The
conference will be held at the Sheraton Inn Towne ·
Motor Inn, 300 Broadway in Albany. Regisfrot,i.on
prior to April l is $10. The single day· fee for the
conference, prior to April l is $7 .50. After April l,
,registration is $15, and the single day fee is $10.
Room reservations should be mode directly to
the hotel and must be made by March 24 . A $10
deposit must accompany reservations and you
should indicate that you are- with NOW in order to
ri.o te that your room is tax-exempt .
For further information about the conference
call Sue Stevens in Averill Park, NY, 518-286-0496.

BOSTON PD BUST ONE
BOSTON - An 18-yeor-old Manchester (NH)
man was arrested early Monday morning, March
13, by Boston Police at the Bradford Hotel after
police received a report that he hod osso·u lted and
robbed a 22-year-old gay man from Boston, whom
he met in the downtown area . Gary Royer of
Manchester was charged with unarmed robbery,
'assault and battery, and possession of marijuana.
Boston Municipal Court Judge Frank A. Fo~ter
ordered Royer held on $100 boil until a March 22
trial.

ORDINANCE GOES TO S.F. BOARD
SAN FRANCISCO - The Fire, Safety and Police
- Committee of -the Boord of Supervisors has
approved a proposed ordinance to prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation . The unanimously passed ordinance proposal would protect
all San Franciscans in employment, housing and
public accomodations.
The committee voted to send the ordinance to
the full Board on March-20 with a recommenpati'on
for passage . The ordinance would cover all employers of over five persons , all employment
agencies and labor organizations, all housing units
except owner-occupied buildings of less than three
units, and all public- occomodations.

MCC NOTES CHANGES
BOSTON - Bible study and Bible-related discussion topics are now part of the niid-week
services at the Metropolitan Community Church of
Boston.
The service, of a shorter duration, will include
small prayer groups of "personal sharing." Foll.o wing a break for coffee, MCC/ Boston plans varied
"raps" related to o Bible context.
On alternate weeks there will be o Bible Study
only . Check the GCN Calendar for events at
MCC / Boston at 131 Cambridge St., in the Old West
Church.

EAVES OUT IN ATLANTA
ATLANTA, GA - Reginald Eaves, the controversial Public Safety Commissioner of this city, was
suspended by Mayor Marnard Jackson. Jackson let
Eaves go charging that he had committed ."serious
errors in , judgment" that had resulted in "severe
damage" to the city's reputation.
Eaves had been accused of giving o sele.cted
group of black officers permission to look over a
promotion examination before taking it. He denied
the charge . Eaves was also at the center of a
dispute concerning a lie detector test given to
prospective officers (GCN , Vol. 5, No. 23). One of
the questions on the test concerned the prospective
employee's sexuality.

TRI-CITY NATIONAL DEFENSE
HOLLYWOOD, CA - Author Del Martin and
former Air Force Sgt. Leonard Matlovich have been
named spokespersons for the Tri-City National
Defense Fund.
The Fund has been created to do national fundraising for the three upcoming battles for gay rights
ordinances. Money collected on a notional basis
will be used in St. Paul, Minnesota where an initiative is set for April 25; in Eugene, Oregon, where
voters go to the polls on May 23; and in Wichita,
Kansas, where d referendum is being held on
May 9.
Martin, a long-time lesbian activist and author
of Lesbian / Woman, called on gay people 't hroughout the country to "give generously, dig deep in
your pockets, it's your skin at stake."
"What happens in these cities," Martin said,
"affects the civ.i l rights of lesbians and gay men in
America. We have to fight to r.etoin the hard -won
gains we have made."
Contribution should be made to Tri-City Notional Defense Fund, Box 3949, Hollywood, CA
90028.

BEST ACTOR RUSSELL
WEST BERLIN, GER - Craig Russell has been
named best actor at the 28th BerlinFilm Festival.
The award to Russell was for his performance in the
Canadian film, "Outrageous ."
Russell's performance as o female impersonator in the well -received film was ignored by the
Academy for Motion' Picture Arts and Sciences in
the US. The film did not receive a nomination at this
year's Academy Awards·.

BROOKLYN DEMO
The Faggot Freedom
BROOKLYN, NY Fighters (FFF) have announced plans to picket o
restaurant in Brooklyn each weekend until a· gay
employee is re-hired.
Robert Storm said he was fired without cause
. from Henry's End on 44 Henry St., Brooklyn on
Febru9ry 26 because of his homo~exuolity. Storm
indicated that his firing occurred when he complained to the owner that another employee was
sexually molesting him . He has filed a discrim ination tomploint with the Ney., York City Commission on Human Rights.

WOMEN'S BAIL FUND
BOSTON - If you are arrested and don't have
the money · to pay your bail, you might need the
help of Boston's Women's Boil Fund . The fund is
operated by the Boston Boil Project, a collective of
women who hove been doing work concerning bail
issues since 1974.
The Project provides boil assistance to women
and men arrested and jailed in the Boston area. A
major port of their work is raising money and
providing information and advice to pre-trial
prisoners, their families, and friends. The Project is
in the process of producing a pamphlet which
would detail bail rights and proc~dures, including
how to get bail reductions or be released on one's
own recognizance.
The Women's Boil Fund believes that the bail
system "capsulizes all the injustices in this society."
"Bail," the group soys, "is based on the concept
that you con get your freedom only if you have the
money to buy it. In addition to the basic economic
discrimination inherent in bail, many Boston judges
use their power to set higher boils on people of
color."
For more information contact the Bail Fund at
1151 ·Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138,
or coll 491-1575.

ANITA QUESTING
SCHROON LAKE, NY - Anita Bryant will heodJine a gathering called "Youth Quest '78" trye
weekend of May 26. The "Quest" is sponsored by
the Word of Life Fellowship , a Bible-oriented
Christian group, and will be attended, organizers
say, by some l 0,000 people.
Bryant will appear at the Memorial Doy rally at
which she is scheduled to sing and preach . The
group's literature urges people to register early for
the "Quest" (which costs $29) to hear "the courageous, inspiring, delightful Anita Bryant ."

Lesbians ·Make 'Cha·rges' Against Government

Women's Day Brings 1,000 to ~oston Rally
'
By Nancy Wechsler

-,

BOSTON Over 1,000 women
marched through downtown Boston on
Saturday, March 11 to celebrate
International Women's Day. The
marchers carried signs supporting the
ERA and women's right to choose
abortion, opposing the proposed unit
for "violent" women at \Vorcester
State Hospital, calling for an end lo
forced sterilization, or simply stating
"Women Support Women" and "Women Unite."
This
year
marked
the 68th
anniversary of the celebration of _
International Women's Day. Begun in
1910 as an expression of solidarity
with women workers in New York
City, who were fighting qgainst
conditions of sweatshops and c-hild
labor, the date has grown into an
international celebration of women's
strength and support of women's
struggles.
Women who organized the demonstration explained, "This is an
important time for a large public event.
All across th_e country we are expe:..
riencing attempts to cut away at gains
made by women over the past ten
years. The right of all women to aboP
tion is systematically being eroded ... /
monies for childcare centers have been
slashed ... welfare mothers are feeling
the _squeeze . . . the· ERA still needs
three more states for ratification
lesbians (and gay men) are still
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International Women's Day march movin~ down Park Street
struggling for the most basic human
rights ... moves to stop affirmative
action have been launched. The rightwing and new right _forces in the USA
have become better organized and are
focusing their . oJfensive on issues of
sexual politics."
The demonstration was spon~ored
by the Coalition for International
Women's Day, composed of groups
and individuals in a wide range of
political work - the Abortion .Action

Coalition
(Cambridge-Boston), ·
Abortion Rights ·coalition (Framingham-Natick), Cambridge Women's
Center, Somerville Women's Center,
Combahee River Collective (a black
feminist group), ·NOW, Transition
House (refuge for battered women),
Women's School, Cambridgeport Day
Care Center, and Wom'en Against'
, Violence Against Women.
The organizers seemed pleased with
the turnout. Leslie Cagan told -GCN,

"The size and energy of the demonstration is a reflection of the commitment that people have to hook-up
and make links with each other, even if
they are working on different projects.
A strength of this demonstration was
that we didn't pick just one issue to
focus on or make more import;mt than
anything else. As a movement, we
understa.nd that each of the struggles
we work around is important and a
part of a whole . picture. As a
movement, we are most powerful when
we make Jin ks wi I h -each other."
Women started ~athering at the
Boston Common around 11 :30 that
morning, where there was singing,
music and demonstrations or - selfdefense ·a nd karate. As the number of
women grew, the march starsted down
Beacon Street to Tremont Street.
Reaching 100 Arlington St:, site of the
afternoon rally, people gathered
around . and chanted 0 Power to the
women, power' t'O the women right
now," as women pounded out the
rhythm on a' U.S. mait box. Moving
inside for the rally, marchers were
greeted by the fine, loud and clear
voices of New Harmony •Sisterhood
Band.
The rest of the day consisted of
music, workshops in areas of concern
to women, and a Women's Trjbunal.
The tribunal was set-up for women to
have a chance to "point the finger at
the real criminals in this society."
Continued on page 7

Bryant Invited to Testify Before Providence City Council
March 22 would not take more public
_ PROVIDENCE, RI - Anita Bryant
testimony on the proposal, but would
has been invited to testify before the
proceed directly to a vote on a series of
Providence City Council Committee
on Ordinances when it meets to _· amendments to the ordinance and then
vote on whether ' to recom(llend the
consider the Providence Compremeasure to the full Council. All 34
hensive Anti-Discrimination Ordinspeakers at a hearing held Nov. 29
ance· on March 22. The proposed
spoke in favor of the ordinance, and
ordinance includes a prohibition
there is reportedly some sentiment on
against discrimination because of
the committee to allow opponents of
sexual orientation. The invitation was
the ordinance to testify on March 22.
made by Councilmember Thomas
The Providence Human Relations
Pearlman, who has been the leading
Commission, sponsor of the proposed
opponent of the measure. Pearlman
ordinance, has urged Chair c ·irrelli not
has also invited a number of Fundato re-open the hearings. The Rhode
mentalist leaders to testify at the
Isla.nd Gay Political Caucus has promcommittee meeting. .
i_sed legal action against the City
It is not clear, however, that Bryant
Council if the meeting is turned into a
would be permitted to testify even if
public hearing without proper notice,
she should accept Pearlman 's invita-tion. Committee chair Vincent Cirrelli ' or if only those opposed to the measure
· are permitted to speak.
has indicated that the meeting on

The ordinance has picked up more
support in the last week as a coalition
of organizations-, led by Rhode Island
Working Women, held a news conference to press for passage. The measure
was also endorsed by the State Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.
Human Relations Commission sources report that chances for passage of
the controversial sexual orientation
prov1s10ns remain poor, despite
growing administration support for its
inclusion. Passage of the remaining
portions of the ordinance, while still
considered likely, has become a much
closer issue as Fundamentalist opposi~
tion has turned to the ordinance's
. prohibition against sex discrimination.
Some business opposition has also materialized, centering criticism on the
alleged redundancy of civil rights laws. ·

Councilmember Pearlman's invitation to Anita Bryant comes amid
reports that he is planning tQ tun for
state Attorney General. Pearlman, a
Republican, has made a reputation as
legal counsel for several church groups
· defending state aid to parochial
schools through several suits in Federal
District Court. He also introduced a
resolution to abolish the Providence
Human Relations Commission after it
submitted the ordinance with its
inclusion of the· sexual· orientation
language last spring. At that timePearlman told Commission executive director Benjamin Little, 'When you deal
with filth, you get treated like filth."
Speculation concerning _pearlman's
plans have circulated in the City Council
·for several months and was reported
recently in the Providence Journal

Bulletin.

Gaps in StaJe Services to Gays Jn ·Harbor Area _Noted
By Susan Grant
BOSTON - Susan Rosen, Director
of the Homophile Community Health
Service (HCHS), appeared at a public
hearing on "Gaps in Human Services
in the Harbor Area.'' She stated her
case clearly and simply at the outset of
her testimony. ''There are -no statefunded mental health services for gay
people," Rosen said, "and t_hat's a
rather large gap. in human services."
The hearing was held on March 8 at
the Lindemann · Center, the mental
health complex serving the Harbor
Mental Health Area - the geographic
region that includes Beacon Hill, the
West End, Charlestown, East Boston,
Chelsea, Winthrop and Revere. Sponsored by the Mass. Dept. of Human
Services, the umbrella institution

which is planning a joint budget for all
state human service agencies, the
hearing was held to provide area
residents -with -input to the budgeting
process.
Representatives of Harbor _ area
private agencies and a number of
citizens spoke before a team of state
agency planners about the unmet needs
of the elderly, - the retarded, drug
abusers, youth . and other groups.
Rosen was the only person representing
the area's gay community, which she
described as among the largest in the
city of Boston.
Noting that "homophobia in the
mental health profession has made it
hard for gay clients to find competent
therapy in conventional agencies,"

Rosen pointed out that HCHS had
been founded to fill the needs of gays
for empathetic, low-cost professional
mental health care. She stated that
close to-one-quarter of the 2,000 clients
served at HCHS since 1971 had been
Harbor . area residents, and that the
majority of these were low-income
people who could not afford private
therapy but did - not qualify for
Medicaid-subsidized care.
"Our clients are people whom the
state-funded system is supposed to
serve but does not serve adequately,''
Rosen stated. She pointed out that
"HCHS is providing community
mental health care for Harbor area
residents, but receives no budgetary
support from the area's community

mental health institutions .., "Gay
people," Rosen noted, "are also taxpayers," She urged the planning team
to _consider the needs of the gay community in planning future services for
the area.
After the formal hearing, a member
of the planning team stated that he
thought that Rosen's presentation would be effective in alerting the team
to the existence of the area's gay
community, which had not formerly
been considered as an entity in service
planning. Another state official was
also interested in the idea of including
the needs of gays in the budget. However, that official was also pessimistic
about any new funding for the area.

.
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community voices
'

closet mentality

indivisibility of
sexual freedom

Dear GCN,
There was a commen1 in last week's GCN Iha1
disturbed me; and I call it ·10 your a1tention
because ii expresses an at1i1ude I've encountered
more than once recently.
In "PP&F" (3/11 / 78), Eric Rogers complains
t ha! r he Villa~e Voice's cover story on "Men and
B,Jys Together" is, in his wo,rds, "enough to
,end Anita and her troops to Boston." Similar
-.talcments have been made, usually bu1 1101
always in jest, and what !hey seem to be saying
i~. "Oh-oh! Anita's not going to approve of
this,' ' as if 1ha1 threat shlmld keep anyone from
doing anything untoward. Lei's all pretend we're
not gay - 1ha1'II ~,how her! ·
Sweeping under the carpet thc, reality of gay
' life --- whether you're 1alki,ng aboul boy-lovers,
drag queens or fist-fu_ckeJsi......;: in order to protect
some kind of "accepttl:!fr){•~~ Wublic image is just
another version ·cif-.:_r,n%~ cloi et mentality . And
despite crie, of "s'&ns111&1'-a'.i~ tic crap," no one
',ecms 10 dispute thc''fact~ ir{~lCt;,Ied in the Voice's
article, which I found · to be informal ive, wellwritten and genuinely symtathetic.
·
'
ye~\ t ,9'r' y~tur,s,
~Don Shewey
~
Cam bridge, MA
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To the Ed.lJor: "" 1
/,:,-,~,.. • .
In your'March 11, 19f{"edi1-ioii, ·"·a~_ le11er
appeared .b'y Scott R. Alper( concern-in~ ihc Gary
Drug. I did have conversation· with ·Mr:' Alpert
concerning fltf·pfacment of GCN in my ,tore,
and told him that ·the m'ain- reason -h :lidn't carrv
GCN was tfia:i' it was noi disiributed hy my
periodical supplier. I also told Mr. Alpen , whom
I had never seen before. thal- nonc of my regular
cuslomers had ever asked me l() carry GCN, but
!hat I would consider ii. He then brought in
10-12 copies of GCN and lef1 1hem. The copies
snld ou1. A short lime la1er he reappeared and
asked again about the sta1us of the GCN. I
replied th al ii would be fine with me, and I hat he
could arrange for their distribution to my slorc.
This was my last conversation with \.fr. Alpert,
and it was an amicable one. II was also the las1
lime I saw him.
Wh_at upsets me most abou1 his lct1cr i\ his
quote in which I am supposed to have said tha1 I
would not be coerced by any group or 4ueers .
This is a total fabrication and, I might add, a
libelous one. The only reason I can think of as 10
why he would say this is tha1 perhaps he 1hough1
ii would make his own ridiculous leller more
interesting. I would like to slate agair) that I
never said th.is. In niy business as well as my
personallife, I deal with people on an individual
basis. I do nol exploit people. I do not categorize
people. However, if I did calegorize people, I
would like to place Scot! R. Alper! under the
heading of goddam liar.
Sincerely yours,
Herman D. Greenfi_eld
Gary Drug Co.-, Bosron

Are you a Professional Accountant
with time and expertise to give to
GCN? We need a CPA for pro bono
assistance in preparing and certifying:
income statement, balance sheet,
statement of changes in fund balances,
1977 tax reports. Our bookkeeping systems are in good order. Can Business
Manager between 2 and 6, at 426-4469.

Warning
the issue was
violence
I

Dear Editors:
The news article about Dr. Josette l\1ondanaro
(p, I, Feb. 25) created a very distorted impression of the incident, due to omission of critical
facts. It makes it sound as if she were overreacting to an issue of child-child sexuality.
The fact that in her disputed letter, Dr. Mondanaro was criticizing a male colleague who had
written (in Human Behavior magazine) to the
effect that violent rape of children should not be
considered .to have any serious la~ting effect on the
victjm(s). His rationalization was that there were
no lengthy profession;:ll/academie studies to
prove the obvious. In practi<.:al terms the effects
of this attitude in medical and psychiatric circles
would be to help legislators, judges and jurors
take rape less seriously - through the requirement and influence or "expert testimony". The
man's article tried to confuse the issue by citing
the probably true idea that (some) children have
erotic experiences with each other. As if peaceful
eroticism between friends were soi-nehow similar
to brutality directed at a child's "sexual" parts
and mind.
The issue was violence. Supposed childhood
eroticism was just a smoke-screen. Dr. Mondanaro was refuting this diversionary tactic and the
man's gross insensitivity. In an inlerv·iew with
Tom Snyder (NBC-TV) she discussed the issue of
so-called "sexual" -violence against the young,
and cited a very extreme incident of an abused
toddler she had seen who had gonorrhea of the
throat from it.

The ever-calculating Gov. Brown fired her
after a competi1or stole the letter from Dr', M's
files, and broughl it to him. He decided (it is
reported) instantly after reading it on the
gr'bunds that she had used State stationery
(signed 'Josette') to answer a personal letter
from a woman colleague in New York. And
because of a bit of ripe language which men use
everYday. It seems the governor was afraid his
conservative opponent in the next election might
use the language-on-State-paper (by-a-lesbian)
riff against him . , , whereas former Chief Ed
Davis turned out to be ahead of him on the issue!
This is not to encourage the type of phony
breast-beating which condemns rapists of the
y·oung (but riot the 'old') to death. In rhetoric.
1hat tradition is well established in the violence
against such people in prisons and against individ
uals suspected of peaceful-sex across age lines (as
in the Globe). Author Maya Angelou tells of
being raped by her uncle, who was beaten to
death by a mob shortly after she told someone.
This kind of rhetoric proves to be phony, because it is the same kind of 'conservative' and
'moderate' folk
wh·o invariably I oppose
reforming the prisons so that weaker individuals
would not be predictably set-up for widespread
rape and other violence. (See Soho Weekly
News, I/ 12/78, on rape and official intransigence in a juvenile prison agency.)
If GCN is critical of the Globe for neglecting
to retract its distortion by omission, tricky
language, innuendos, and trial-by-press tactics,
then I think you should correct yourself when
you err on the other side of the issue, as well.
Sincerely,
Jim Davis
Brooklyn, NY
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People:
The shooting of Larry Flynt cannot and
should nol be ignored hy the gay communi1y.
Flynt has now become one of many people who
oNer the pas1 year have been unreasonahlv
prosecuted by the governmenl and subsequently
pcrsecu1ed by individuais, all because somc:one in
a high place cfid not like his or her ideas about
sex. A brief and far from complete li,t: the 24
men charged in Boston with having had sex wi1 h
teenagers, many of whom face life impri,onment, all of whom have suffered financially and
psychologically; Robert Hillshorough, murdcn:d
by homophobic kids; Susan Saxe, part of whose
crime was certainly that_she is a Lesbian; Harry
Reems, aclor/star of Deep Throat, prosecuted al
enormom expense to himself by some officials in
Tennessee; any number of Lesbian mot hers who
have had Iheir children taken from them by
courts and whose stories we've read in this paper.
any number of men and women in the Armed
Services who have been discharged ' after
announcing their gayness or having it discovered,
and whose s1ories we've also read here; the entire
gay community of Dade County and now of
,everal municipalities, where bigots want 10
. destroy the work of many years ·and re-legalize
discrimina1ion.
1
Unlike th€' people of Dade however, or
Lesbian 11101hers, whose plighl receives our
automatic sympalhy, many in 1he gay
c,immunily have reservations about support for
a Larry Flyn1 or Harry Rcems (who, aft'er all,
were charged with straight sex crimes). or Sll',an
Saxe (who, after all, was a bank robber),. or Ilic
men currently under inclictmenl in Boston (who
did , it's alleged, have sex with persons under the
age of consent),
The most prominen1 and sorriest example ur
this selec1ivc trend here in Massachusetls in Rep.
Elaine Noble. who, because she docs not approve
or sex be1 ween · men and buy,, has not felt anv
need Io condemn I he act ions of l he District
A11orney, lH to question the severity ur the
sen1ences facing the men, or to investigate the
way 1he boys (whorn she says she i, concerned
abou1) were trea1cd by polkc. Rep. Nohle alsu
co-sponsored a bill which now makes it possihle
fur the police lo prosecute male hustlers (!hose
same boys she worries about) as stupidly as 1hey
have female prostitutes - ,urely a, giant a step
backward in the name of equal treatment as we
arc likely to see. And, perhaps 1101 100 surp'risingly, she flew West recently _lo help a
candidate backed by David Goods1ein, the mu..;r
prominent proponent of the theory of the gmid
homosexual and the bad.
Whal I believe, and what I hope wc will come
10 recognize as a community, is thal no person
should suffer for ad vocal ing a sernal act,
depicting it, or engaging in it, so long as force is
1101 involved, Any person persecuted for
',C\
.crime is our brother or sister and receives our
sympathy and support . We ·c an' t afford lo
discriminate on any basis; 10 do so denies I he
humanity of those charged wi1h these offenses,
and bogs us down in the 1110\t ridiculous and
parochial arguments. If we support Lc,bian
mothers, we must support Larry Flynl; if Susan
Saxe, then Leonard Matlovich; if gay teachers,
·
1hen men who have sex with boys.
01 herwise we arc .no · be1 !er I han our enemies;
we presume 10 tell 01hers how, where, and when
to engage in what is !he most privale emotion, we
condemn or supporl out or personal prejudice,
and we weaken ourselves internally and ignore
the oppor1uni1y 10 make common ca.use with
non -gay people whose like lives are under similar
a11ack.
'
I hope we won't ignore wha1's happened 10
· Larry Flynt or what's happening here. Thtsc
cases affecl us all-, 1101 just because 1hey are part
of the a11ack of the new Radical Right, which is
so fashionahle to 1alk abou1, but because 1hey
force us w examine our own commit.men! 10
human rights and sexual freedom l'(n all peliplc.
Signed,
Bill Weintraub
Cambridge, MA
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The following came from the Blo9mington (Indiana) Gay Rights Coalition
which voted unanimously to write it. The Coalition is a political action group open
to members of all sexual identities and sexual preferences. You can contact the
Bloomington Gay Rights Coalition, 400 S. Henderson, #2, Bloomington, Ind.
47401. Telephone 812-339-8169.
On December 30, 1977, one of the most highly regarded gay/feminist publications in the world was raided and effectively closed down by the police. The Body
Politic, which is run by a collective of gay/feminist socialists in Toronto, was the
target of a sudden police raid. Several collective members were arrested and
charged with "use of the mails for . . . transmitting anything that is obscene,
indecent, immoral or scurrilous." Although any reasonable person would know
that it would only be necessary for the police to seize one copy of the issue in
question, the police carted away 12 crates of Body Politic's possessions; including
the complete subscription list, manuscripts, co~respondence , and in general all the
papers it takes to-run a magazine. Also seized were the papers and all the books
printed and offered for sale by The Pink TridnglePress, which publishes books of
gay interest. Body Politic and Pink Triangle Press are effectively crippled by the
seizure 6f their possessions and the legal problems of collective members.
We have written this letter for two reasons. For one, we want everyone in the
gay/lesbian/fem inist community to know of this oppressive attact on one of our
leading vehicles of communication . Presses and publication are undoubtedly the
most effective media for spreading the ideas and news of the gay and feminist
·movem~nts. We would like to suggest that, everyone send money to the defense
fund for The Body Politic and the Pink Triangle Press. A feminist law firm will be
handling their case; howev~r th_e re will be many costs. The courts are often used
more to financially decimate defendants than to bring about a fair and just trial.
Send contributions to Cornish, King, Sachs and Waldman, Barristers ·and x
Solicitors, 111 Richmond St., West, Suite 320, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M5H ·
3N6. Checks should be made out to "Lynn King in trust for the Body Politic Free ·
the Press Fund.;'
Secondly, we would like to point out a simple moral lesson from this event. In
the last few years, more and more feminist and lesbian groups in the U.S. and
- Canada have been involved with censorship and anti-pornograp hy campaigns. In
most cases, this has centered on opposition to pornographic materials that glorify
violence against women, such as the movie "Snuff." What many of these women
fail to realize is that their support of censorship only lends fuel to the enemies of
feminism and gayness. Even the stupidest of prosecutors, police, or anti-porn
campaigners realizes that serious gay and feminist publications and books pose a
much greater threat to their traditional view of society and family than does the
hardest of hard core porn. An issue of Body Politic or a publication from a
feminist press such as Diana Press will spread mQre new ideas, influence· more
people, cause more action for gay liberation and feminism than any number of
showings of the movie "Snuff" will inspire violence. For this reason, the target of
nominal anti-pornograp hy campaigns is bound to be political writings that support
sexual freedom. Such was the case in Toronto. We are sure there is as · much
"pornography" in Toronto as any other city, yet the police used the anti-obscenity
laws to close down a political magazine whose appeal to "prurient interest" would
be hard to find, unless somebody out here is getting off on scholarly book reviews
or news reports of police raids on gay bars, the usual content of Body Politic. The
specific article for which Body Politic was cited was an interview with three men
who have been sexually involved with boys. The tone and intent of the article was
clearly stated to be an unbiased inquiry into the nature of people involved in this
type of sexual activity. The purpose was clearly lo educate readers. The Body
Politic is a self-examining _publication that has been so free of sexism or erotica
that.it can publish an article on that topic without sensationalism. The police were
able to hone in <jrn that article at a time when "child pornography" is a topic of
great interest and crusades, and use it as an excuse for censorship of everything
Body Politic stands for, by effectively closing down the magazine.
A search through recent feminist, lesbian, and gay publications will show
many exai:nples of communities where femini sts and lesbians have actively
participated in censorship campaigns, particularly in regard to the movie "Snuff."
The December-Janu ary issue of Body Police details one.such event. In that case in
Toronto, women finally became aware that their support was being exploited by
anti-feminist, anti-gay censors, and abandoned the campaign. But in other cases
there has been a shocking lack of introspection·a mong lesbians and feminists. For
example, last November some members of our group were informed by a lesbian
from Rochester, NY, that a lesbian group there was working with the straight
community on a clean-up campaign of the city's porno bookstores. It was shocking
to hear that apparently no one in the Rochester lesbian community had made the
conriectjon that this censorship campaign was very likely to end up attacking the
feminist and gay books selling in that city. Our crusading enemies, the Anita
Bryants and her nasty followers, make no distinction between pornographic and
feminist or gay liberation publications, They know which of these are greater
threats to their ideas of how humans should behave sexually. They will gleefully
censor everything they can get their hands on. The only thing that stops _them are ·
other citizens who fight to defend the right of freedom of the press and free speech.
Yet, what are some lesbian and feminist g-roups, such as the one in Rochester,
doing? They are aligning themselves with the bookburners, under the mistaken
impression that only the types of pornography that feminists object to will be
censored. Once allowed and supported, there is no end to censorship. Who will
appoint the censors, who will judge \\'hat is censurable? Does anyone think that the
_Continued on page 7

("Speaking Out,, is a column designed for the benefit of GCN readers. We encourage you to send your thoughts, ideas, feelings to Speaking Out, GCN, 22
Bromfield Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108. The opinions expressed in the
"Speaking Out" column do not necessarily reflect the views of the newspaper or
those of individual members of the GCN staff)
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to stop bothering him a.bout the
murder and threatening legal action if
he didn't. Richard also says that Rick
and Rob waited upstairs at the entrance to the club for 1 ½ minutes as if
to encourage the altercation. Rick and
Rob, needless to say, contend that the
attack was totally unprovoked. All
three parties concur that O'Malley was
drunk. ("He really shouldn't dri.nk so
much," says Donald Richard.)
The next day, both· young men met
with lawyers to formulate a course of
action against O'Malley. There are two
basic methods to handle police brutality complaints, each with distinct advantages and disadvantages.
They could seek an investigation by
the Boston Police Department's own
Internal Affairs Division (IAD). The
JAD is the "secret police" within the
police department ·and if their investigation produces damaging evidence
against O'Malley , he could be suspended or discharged. A few police
department employees are disciplined
this way every year.
IAD critics charge that because its
investigators are also police detectives,
the "police fraternity" prevents an objective finding. Lawyers who have
worked· with them say that the IAD lies
to complainants about the confidentiality of their complaints and mak;es it
exceptionally difficult to prove that a
police officer did anything wrong. It
sho.uld be noted, however, that if IAD
merely refuted every · complaint it re.ceived, then the police commissioner
would be forced to assume, a) that he
has a perfect department, or b) that
IAD isn't doing its job. They have to
find some bad officers to justify their
existence.
They could · also file a civil suit
against O'Malley in U.S. District
Court under the Civil Rights Act,
which makes it unlawful for any agent
of the state (e.g., a police officer) to
deprive another person of his or her
civil righ ts :- Because such a suit could
take 3 or 4 years and cost a lot in
lawyer's fees, it may not seem like the
best resolution, although some lawyers
prefer it because it keeps the investigation in the hands of the complainants
- not the police.
,
In a federal suit, one could get stuck
with a homophobic jury. Even if the
men win and the jury awards them
damages, there is no guarantee that
O'Malley will be able to pay the award.
And even if he does pay the award, the
federal suit will have no binding effect
on the detective's employment in the
Boston Police Department. In other ·
words, the young men could win their
case and this officer would still be on
the job, maybe beating up other gay
people, maybe even being promoted.
When it became known that Rick
and Rob were plann.i ng action against
O'Malley (the federal suit is in the
making, the IAD complaint is still
being considered), things began to
happen. Police Commissioner Joseph
Jordan, upon learning of the incident
13 hours later, "threw up his arms· in
disgust," according to an atde. Deputy
Police Supt. Anthony Leone expressed
concern that one of his detectives was
dancing at a gay bar, but. was relieved
upon learning that his partner was a
woman.
But the strongest reaction came from
Donald Richard, who is, by his own
admission, a close friend of O'Malley.
Richard insists that it was Rick that
started the fight. But ·if Rick slugged a
police officer, why wasn't he arrested?
Richard contends that the incident
happened at the entrance to his club,
and he is J:herefore not responsible. (A
fig,ht in a licensed premise could bring
the bar up for charges before the Licensing Board.) On Marth 8, Richard
told me he 'would be willing to com-
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pensate the two men (one independent
source quoted a price of $10,000) if
they would · drop all charges against
O'Malley. Two days later, he denied
making any such offer.
The two men received threats against
them, as well, for seeking action
against O'Malley. The threats have
been attributed not to Richard but to
persons associated with other bars in ·
District One. Obviously, this is one
detective with friends.
. The case here is not against Together,
which,
under
Richard's
management, has become popular with
many segments of the gay community
which other bars feel necessary to
exclud~. Together, because of its
urban, if not urbane, clientele, demonstrates the fundamentally democratic ·
nature of the liquor industry: there is
truly a bar for everyone: With the old
Bay Village troublemakers now keeping to themselves at the Mad Hatter in
their native South Boston, Together
has done a pretty good job - certainly
better, as far as gay safety goes, than
the old Other Side.
The real case is against O'Malley.
What was he doing drunk just before
going on duty? Does he pay for his
_d rinks? Why are other bar managers so
anxious to protect him?
Asking around District One about
Peter O'Malley is like snooping around
Anetevka asking about the Czar: "He
is absolutely vicious," says a social
'"'·orker . who helps delinquent and
runaway gay teenagers. "Nobody will
tell you anything about O'Malley, he's
been around too long,'' says an exbartender at one gay bar. "I hear he
has a lot of friends but I can't say
much more," says the manager of
another gay bar. · "He watches too
much Baretta," opined another businessman.
At District One, one of O'Malley;s
superiors would only · say that the
detective sometimes gets too excited
about his work . Lowell police were at
first grateful that t hey were working
with a Boston detective who knew the
downtown bar scene inside-out, but
they are now peeved at O'Malley for
botching up their murder investigation.
(Rick and Rob have refused to talk
with the police any further.)
- "Police are still ·checking out a few
leads in the Barbre murder. They have
been hampered in their efforts not only
by O'Malley's apparent over-diligence,
but by their own ineptitude. Why were
the State Police not called into the case
for 12 days? Why was the autopsy on
Barbre not performed in a hospital and
why did it not include checking for
blood and semen samples? Has anyone
considered whether O'Malley may be
the one who kn·o ws the true story of the
murder and that this attack on two previously cooperative witnesses may have
been just a device to distract the
investigation.
These are among the many twists and
turns in this Byzantine affair that have
yet to be straightened out. They are
indicative of the problem_s that some
police officers investigating gay-related
crime suffer because of their own
homophobia. They suggest a relationship between O'Malley and The
businesses in District One that is at best
unprofessional, and at worst, corrupt.
And they also point to the supersensitivity of gay businesses to adverse publicity, something that gay newspapers
must deal with constantly because of
the · real need for advertising revenue
and the equally real need for truthful
news.
The only things that are certain here
are that Dale Barbre is dead and that
Lowell police are not much closer to
solving his murder now than they were
on February 2. And Peter O'Malley
didn'r help very much.
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266-0300

$3.95 BUYS ALL OF THIS
Our !111rod11cwrr O f fer

1174 Mass. Ave.
Harvard Square
547-6080

1 • Indian Head Penny
1 • Liberty Nickel
1 • Buffalo Nickel
1 • Large Penny eng.
1 - WW II 1943 Penny
1 - W.B. Pennies
Before 1920 ag
1 - Wooden Nickel
1 • 1968 S Penny (unc)
1 • Rare 1960-D Small
Date Penny
1 - S Mint Penny• 25 yrs.
Plus Free Twe Bill
plus Our Free Gift
Plus Our Free Brochure

Optometrists

Contacts/ *Soft (e.g. A. 0., BL)
*$120 per pair
*Hard $60 per pair
*Eyeglasses: , clear glass or plastic
lenses between piano and plus/ -7
dioplers and up to two diopters of
stigmatism with plastic, or metal
frames from such companies as
Variety and Terri Brogan $29.95.

.

Send $3.95 and .25 Postage to:

JIM DeNINN0 & CO.

*Does not include eye examination
and other professional services.

Suite 5, Pike Bldg.

Viewmont Village

Scranton, PA 18508

JohnEWard ·
.

;

Attorney at Law

Serving the Community
2 Park Square
Boston, Massachusetts 02116
617-426-2020

Discuss Your Car
buying needs in a
relaxed atmosphere.

Sandi Stein, t he voice of the Tri. bunal, began by telling the crowd,
"Every day of our lives, every one of
us is on trial; when we try to find jobs,
and once we get jobs; when we look for
a place to live; when we walk down the
street; if we dare to step out of line, out
of the roles prescribed for us as
women; if we dare live whole lives.
Today we want to publicly declare that
· we will no longer be put on trial for
crimes committed against us. Jt is our
turn to indict the real criminals."
"Charges" were brought against the
government, the church and cor.porations for crimes against women' s right
to economic independence, women 's
right to be mothers, for crimes against
violence against women, and fo·r
crimes agains·t women's reproductive
freedom and sexuality. The first
charges were made in the area of
employment, specificafly for unsafe
working conditions, low paying jobs,
and denial of pregnancy benefits by the
Supreme Court. Women stood up and
read charges against the government
for not providing child care, against
the corporations for pushing unsafe
baby food products in the . Third
World, and against the courts for
denying lesbian mot.hers the right to
retain custody of their children.
Woman after woman read the
charges: "We indict the advertisers,
especially the record companies, for
using pictures of beaten and brutalized
women to titillate customers and increase sales"; "We indict the ,::ourts

for sentencing- Ella Elfison, a blad
woman, to five natural tife sentences in
prison for a robbery she had no par.'.
in"; "We indict the government fo r
condemning to death 'and injury allt hr
women denied safe, legal aborti on '
with the recent Hyde amendment a n,l
the Supreme Court decision of Ju ne
1977 which held · that states ma::
prohibit public funding for abortion " ·
"We indict .the Catho lic Church fo r
being the major contributor l o th e
financial support o f anti-aborti on
activities"; "We indict the governmen t·
for its programs of forced sterilizati on
of Native American , Black a nci
.
Hispanic Wqmen ."
Issues of lesbianism were rai sed
throughout the entire da y - in chants;
signs, songs and at the Tribunal. When
the Tribunal called for charges again st
those who commit crime., again st
sexuality, women stood up and added
to the growing list.. "We bring charges
against the Supreme Court for letting
stand the ruling in a state court in
Washington . that homosexuals are
immoral and may be fired from their
jobs"; ''.We bring · charges against
Anita Bryant for using the general lack ·
of knowledge about lesbians and gay
men to increase fear and misunderstanding and for tbtally ignoring the
fact that some young people are gay";
"We bring charges against the church
and the Phyllis Schlaflys and anti-gay
crusaders for condemning all our rights
to sexual expression and sexuality for
purposes other than procreation."
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mayor of Rochester will appoint a censorship committee consisting of lesbians?
When the police raid Rochester ' s feminist bookstore and close down Rochester's
gay magazine, will they be accompanied by a group of lesbians? Perhaps when the
gay and feminist publications are all closed down, will that same group of women
go around sticking little pieces of paper on the locked doors of the gay and lesbian
publication's offices that say "This Offends Women"? The movie "Snuff" is
undoubtedly objectionable, a lot of books and movies are objectionable, but
censorship - the end to a free press and freedom of speech - is the most obscene,
most violent against women, ~hildren, an·d men, most objectionable of all
pornography. We appeal to the people of the U.S., Canada, and the world, to
cease all participation in any kind of censorship campaign. You're cutting your
throats.

Cit~ide Club ·
Presents
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He~e in the States, you can enjoy that same Montreal
excitement. Only at Cityside.
From 3 to 7 every Sunday, Cityside Club stages a Tea Dance
for members and their guests. With top disco. And 25ct
draft: In the most relaxed, most comfortable place riorth of
Boston to party with old friends ... and strike up friendships
with new.

The Tea Dance at Ci.tyside. It's the
Sunday thing to do. When you won't be
home 'til Monday.

Q?

-

The Tea Dance.
Sunday afternoons in Montreal are special. There,
pleasure-seekers are enjoying the most popular Sunday
entertainment.around: The Tea Dance.

LAKE FOR SALE
One of the Jew privarely owned lakes in
New England. 60 acres of crystal clear water,
I I acre island, approx. 900 f oat sandy beach,
IO acres of open land, bathhouse, restrooms,
snack bar, restaurant and lounge seating I 50,
fully equipped kitchen, full liquor license,
outdoor bar on patio, 30 min. frorri. Boston .
Will sell as one parcel or only rest(lurant
·
and lounge.
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MCC-Mid Week
"Any Wednesday"
at 8 p .m.

For further information call
M.s, -McKenna, 1-401-722-4012

Happy
llamrner
Construction Co.

Prayer

Worship

Remodeling?

Groups

· Service

Bible

Discussion
Topics

Kitchens-Bathrooms
Playrooms ,

Study ,.

Interior & Exterior
Remodeling

(A lternate Weeks)

13 1 Ca mbridge St. Boston 523 -7664
(Old West Church)

' 262-4986

~~~~

~~~l4fffi1§•J
110 Boylston St.

426-0086

feat u ring . ..

68 Market Street, Portsmouth, New Hampshire
(603) 431-9857
,
Monday through Saturday from noon to last call
Top-notch disco, Wednesday through Sunday.
Membership available.

-Sylvia Sidney
Show starts at

over
for 54
GCN, Marc

10

p.m.

(}\,ward a Better Uqdcrstaqd
Compiledby Fran Boyce
What is a Lesbian Mother? She is a
woman. She is a homosexual. She is
- ·alone. She is a woman who has
accepted the primary responsibility of.
raising a child or.children.
·
Is there a space in the gay -community for women-With children? Can
other lesbian women understand our
needs, and realize the isolation we
sometimes feel? Can other lesbian
women accept the reality that we are
dykes too!
·
"When I came out of the closet five
years ago I was afraid of being gay,
but also felt very paranoid because ·
l had twQ children. I felt like a
freak, I felt alone in my gay motherhood. ! thought I was the only gay
woman in the world that had children.''
There is a place for lesbian women
with children. A group of women
meets every Thursday night at the
Cambridge Women's Center. It is there
that lesbian mothers from different
spaces find the support and understandirig they need. They deal with
issues such as being a gay parent and
coming out to themselves and their children. It is within this group that
women find out that · they are not
alone, that they are not freaks, and
that to raise children or be a gay parent
is not alien to being a homosexual.
Other lesbians cal) understand some of
our needs. Other mothers can also
understand some of our needs. _ But
only other lesbian motners can really
identify with our unique situation.
As a minority within a minority we
often feel ignored or misunderstood by
•lesbians without children. We would
like not to have to defend, explain,
justify, or apologize for our lifestyles.
As one woman put it,
"Finding this support group of lesbian mothers was like finding a
h,ome - a place where we can share
our experiences,- offer alternatives,
suggestions and support. In addition
to the help we can be to each other,
we have also . begun . building a
- support network for our children.
Even though l felt isolated before
joining the group, l at least knew
that somewhere .there were other lesbian mothers. "
The Lesbian M0ther':s Rap Group has
been in existence for three and a half
years, Some of the women who come
to the meeting for the fir.s t time are
afraid, because they do not know whar
to expect from th~ group. The women
in the . group have Jealt with many
heavy ·issues concerning_ their own
sexuality, and being a parent. ·Perhaps
becaust of the prejudices and rigid
stereotypes we encm,mter from others,
women in our group are particularly
open-minded and · . non-judgmental.
There is no one correct political line.
We do not think we are raising perfeet
children. We are from many different
beliefs and backgrounds, and find that
we a11 have something to learn from
each other without any pressure to
conform to some ideal image. We can
admit our failures to each other, share
our fears, cry and sometimes even
laugh over our frustrations. It is a
warm, loving, sharing group of
women.
One woman in particular who came
into the group for the first time had
this to say:
"I experienced a deep sense of need;
however, I could not identify my
need. I longed for a place or perhaps
for a group of people who could
listen to my doubts about my heterosexuality, whp could support my
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timid "public" .exploration of my
. homosexuality. I . was· looking for
people who wouldn't Judge me but
. would encourage me -to find my
'.'true self", straight or gay. In overhearing a conversation at a do-ityourself aut_o garage, I became
aware of a group which had been
meeting at the Cambridge Women's
Center. One week later, I decided to
go to one of the meetings. Twenty ·
minutes was about' as_ long as it took
to realize I could trust these wamen.
l spoke and introduced myself. I was
clear about exploring my sexuality,
apologized for not being able to say
that I was a lesbian. Nowhere in the
eyes of the women there did I see rejection. The women leaned toward
me and listened to me. They didn't
try to convince me that I was gay;
-they listened. They heard me say I
need; they said it was alright to need,
to want something for myself, . to
spend time exploring myself, and to
reach out. These women made me
feel good about being alive, and they
welcomed me. ''

Another woman .allayed her fears
when she came to the meeting.
"When I first joined the group my_
lover was the only other · lesbian
mother I knew. I thought 'we were a
rare .breed - a lot rarer than we
really are. When Ifound out about
the group (through the Gay Community News listings), I wanted to .
. go, but I had several hesitations.
Would it be a closed group? It me(
in Cambridge. - Did that mean I .
would be the only woman from the
suburbs? Happily, the first meeting I
attended eliminated all my fears.
The women were incredibly · warm
and really welcomed new members.
Also, there were women there not
only from Cambridge., but from
much farther away than I was. It was
even better than I imagined, because there was a place in the group
not only for me, but also for my
son. As I made friends with the
women, he made friends with their
children. "
·
Of course one of the first things
women like to deal with in the group is·
how to come out to their chiidren. One
of the most traumatic things about
being gay and having children is
realizing that sooner or later the children will suspect that something is different about the'ir mother. . We in the
group handle this issue very carefully.
One woman came· out to her twelveyear old son, and he became very angry
about his mother loving another
woman. She brought the issue up at the
. meefrng, becaµse she didn't know how
to deal with her son's anger. But after
she was able to get rid of her own anger
and disappointment over her son's
attitude, she was able to talk to him
and explain homosexuality to him in a
- healthy way.
Within a couple of weeks, he calmed
himself down about the · whole thing,
·and now he accepts his mother aqd
they seem to )lave a closer relationship
with each other. Good healthy anger
never hurt any®e. ''Without honesty
there is no real growth." We feel that
being honest with our children is a lot
easier than concealing the truth. Of
course some of us are not ready to tell
our children, but eventually ·they will
have to be told. Sooner or later, that is
one thing a lesbian mother has to dea:l
with.
When a new woman comes to the
rap group, she is given ample time to
feel comfortable and we have no ex-

pectations of new members. One
Some lesbian separatists feel that to
woman came to the meetings for four
have a male person in the household is
straight weeks without .. saying one
"like living with the enemy." To live in
word .. When she finally felt like saying
an all women atmosphere sounds ideal
something all she could say was how
to some, but landing back to earth great it felt to be among such beautiful
male persons occupy the earth also. We
women. She no longer felt alone and
like to think that we are not raising our
isolated from the gay community. She
sons to be Macho Pigs, nor do we feel
felt like she belonged. Shewasrelieved.
that because they are male we should
As lesbian mothers we realize that a
love them any less than we love our
woman's place is a woman's space. We
daughters. Our male children will grow
do not object to women having their
up to be men, but being a lesbian
own space. Our concern is for our own
doesn't necessarily mean that you
acceptance in the community as
a.utomatically hate men. Can we as
lesbians with children. We are a part of
lesbian mothers reasonably maintain ·
the gay world. We exist and we are
an anti-men attitude: that is to say, can
involved. Our children should not be
we love our sons now, and when they
overlooked or by-pas.sect. They are
become men hate them? Do all lesbians
people and, if childcare can be prohate their brothers and their fathers?.
vided, there is no reason why anyone
* **
should put a sign anywhere insinuating
We have app-;oximately fifteen chilthat our children are not welcome. If a
dren involved with the group. To say a
woman cannot get a baby-sitter . but
little about the activities for children,
wants to attend a function in the
the mothers in the rap group pay 50¢
community, .then she should not be
dues every week which go towards any
frowned upon because she brings a
events we have for the kids. Past events
child. Of course there are places, such
have included a Halloween party,
as the bars, where children should not
suppers at various women's houses,
be. This is understandable.
roller-skating, and bowling. Also, last
There have been past incidents where
summer there were plenty of picnics
children were discriminated against,
and beach parties. Future plans are
especially male childreQ. As mothers of
being made for some camping trips this
male ·children we resent this treatment
summer. We try to have activities for _·
of our sons, and we will not tolerate
the kids at least every four to five
any such future attacks on our rights as
weeks.
mothers of male children. If that last
We would like to see more mothers
statement sounds strong, then . that is
and more children. Last August the
how strong we can become. To show
lesbian mothers group held a conyou why we feel so strongly, here are
ference in Plymouth, Mass. The
two incidents that happened about a
conference was a success, but it was
year ago. These incidents brought to
hard to tell who was having more fun,
our attention the discrimination our
the children or the grown-ups. The kids
male children were experiencing. Our
had their own rap sessions, and were
point here is not to discredit anyone or
very s·u pportive towards their _mothers
any lesbian dwelling in particular. We
being gay. The conference got the
hope that women will understand that
attention of many people including the
we can legitimize our case - only by
Polaroid Corp., which gave us a
bringing up these two incidents.
generou·s grant. Because of its success,
A lesbian forum was taking place
we are currently drawing up plans to
when a group of lesbian • mothers
hold a National Lesbian Mother's
entered a house in Cambridge, only to
Conference in late summer. We have a
be stopped by a sign that read "NO
core group of women who worked on
BOYS ALLOWED." The mothers
the committee for the past conference,
who had their sons with them were very
but e;pecialiy noteworthy was the work
angry. They walked into the building
of a woman named Donna.
and left their sons outside, and then
We hope this article has reached ·
got every woman's attention by bringsome of the women who have children
ing up the matter in front . of about
but are afraid to come out of the
thirty women. After their grievance
closet. Come to one of the meetings,
was heard loud and clear, the sign was
and be with other lesbian mothers who
very abruptly taken down. By that
will understand. We do not feel that
time, the boys already knew that they
enough can be said about the traumas a
weren't welcome, so they still stayed
lesbian mother goes through. We know
outside. One boy said to his mother, "I
there are mor~"mothers out there in the
don't want to go in there, t~ey don't ·
community. We want to reach out to
like boys." Nevertheless, little people
them and let them know ·that there are
have big feelings.
women in the gay world who are
Another incident took place which
experiencing the same child-rea:ing
was a little more deliberate. A concerf
problems that th,ey are ene;ountermg.
was being held at a popular women's
Anyone with children can realize that
restaurant- and the leaflet announced
the hardest job there is is raising
that there would be childcare. But
children. Being a lesbian ,one can run
during the concert the . performers
into more difficult problems such as
made a lot of remarks about boys.
custody suits and children's attitudes
They were not complimentary. The
about their gay mothers. We in the
songs were direct attacks on anything
group feel that any woman going
or anyone representing maleness. The
through a custody case should contact
antagonistic remarks _got some of the
us because we have resources and
women in the audience very angry, so
funds available to help lesbian
some of them walked out. As they were
mothers. We understand that some
walking out of the restaurant, the perwomen fear exposure , because of exformers -laughed and clapped because
. husbands and jobs, but think of the
they got rid of the "boys." Some of us
relief you will feel when you discover
brought the matter to the restaurant
that you are not alone.
managers, and they assured us that the
New women are always welcome.
remarks were due ,to the ig!}orance of ·
The meetings are at 8 o'clock every
the performers and not the attitudes of
Thursday evening at the Women's
the restaurant owners ..From that point
Center in Cambridge. Any feedback on
on, all their performers were aware of
this article or any questions can be
a group of lesbian mothers out there in
mailed to the center. We will answer all
the community somewhere.
mail.
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:Incisive Thin~ing (and Romance Too)
/

TAKING CARE OF MRS. CARROLL
by Paul Monette; Little, Brown , & ·
Co. $8.95.
By Eric Rogers
I've been looking for a good, contemporary novel about gay- men for
qui te some time. Gordon Merrick's
trilogy of young, Aryan gods growing
into decadent, gay jetsetters macfe for
great mast urbatoi;,y fantasies but was
irrelevant to my life experience. Likewise ,- Patricia Nell .Warren's novels
were satisfying a few years ago, but
now I find reading two hundred pages
of the agony of coming out as a co-\lege
track star a bit too ser{sationalistic and
certamly hackneyed. I want a ' novel to
take me beyond thc;,s,e painful days of
identity crises and 'back · into the daily
business of getting 6n with life. In his
first novel,. Taking Care of Mrs. Carroll, Paul Monette has provided us
with a book that combines the wild
abandon of mid-summer with the
intrigue surrounding the death of <\
wealihy woman . who leaves an unsigned will. The result is one . of the
•

.. t

I'

.

most exciting, refreshing,_and hilariou s
novels I've had the privilege to curl up
with for quite some time.
The novel is writ_t~n in the first person, through Rick's eyes. He is a man
who has much in common with many
gay men approaching middle age, yet
Monette carefully avoids any stereotypes. Rick is clever as hell, and his_
insights and observations on the mad-,.
ness of the summer flow like honey
from the page. Rick is called down to
Mrs. Carroll's estate on Boston's south
shore by his , ex-lover David , who left
him five years earlier for ·the warmer
climates of L.A. and Miami. David,
ten years younger than Rick, had been
Mrs. Carroll's houseboy until he discovered that she'd died quietly in bed
one evening.
No, this is no murder mystery. The
complications a,rise when Phidias, Mrs.
Carroll's secret lover throughout her
Hfe and t~e overseer of her estate, realizes that she had ·not ~igned her will,
which .had been specifically prepared to
keep her selfish children from inher-

Photograph b Roger Horwitz

iting her wealth. David invites Rick to
rescue him, and Rick arrives with his
friend, Madeline Cosquer, queen of
the silver screen in the thirties and
forties, still campy and charming and
the goddess of gay guys every~here.
Madeline is pulled into the plot to im-

personate the late Mrs. Carroll - sign
the will and fool the children - and
she ends up drawing the others around
her into a coferie of ease and luxury
_basking in the summer sun. Between
Madeline's
sequins
and
secrets,
l)avid's flings with the gardner, and
Mrs. Carroll's gay son Tony arriving at
the most i nopportune moment, the
pace of the novel is quick and light. I
couldn't put the book down.
Rick and David are both typical of
many gay men in the issues that preoccupy them, yet the perspectives they
- offer and the quality of their romance
distinguishes them from the · usua"i
molds that literature fits gay men into .
Rick is a romantic, somewhat · jaded
after doing the rounds at Boston gay
· bars for fifteen years, yet vulnerable
.enough to fall for David during a vacation on the Carolina coast : He has
come to terms with tricking and with
romantic narcissism and is committed
to "breaking the mirror that two men
who couple become." For a person like ·
Continued on page 11 _

... The U.S. Government Awards the Ram-Jet Supercharger Patent No. 3118435. And other
. patents pending

AN HONEST
SUPER GAS SAVER
FOR YOUR CAR
\

New Ram-Jet Actually "Jet Assists" Your Car _
Engine ... Makes H Burn Up To 15 Gallons Of Air
For Every Gallon Of Gas . .. And Gives You As Much
As 15% More Clean Power! Jet Like Acceleration!
SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS
We believe- Ram-Jet is the most _exci\ing piece of high-performance
automot-ive equipment since the V-8 Yet it weighs only a few ounces.
Installs in a couple of minutes (No special tools or training needed. You
won't even get your hands greasy). Costs less than a tankful of gas.
And saves you so much gas, it's like getting up to one gallon. in

Easy instructions show
you how to install in just a
few minut~s- No special
tools. ~o training needed.
Fits all cars &nd trucks. '

every ten FREE!
The brainchild of Ed Almquist . internationally famous automotive
engineer and the "Thomas Edison of high-performance accessories" .
The Ram-Jet took over 20 years to dev,elop and perfect.

Now,

It solves both problems at once.
it brings your 50 -year-old-carburetor
design .into the Jet Age

How does it work7
Just as a. Jet engine requires a certain supply of air to operate
so does the gasoline combustion engine ,n your car . And it's the
carburetor that mixes this a,r with fuel to fire the cylinders and
make your car go . The problem ,s that carburetors wer·e i nvented
over 50 years ago when gas was plentiful and c heap an&"'a ir
pollution wasn't even talked abo.ut The carburetor hasn't
changed much since then 1-fs st,II a big compromise' It only
works perfectly on those rare occasions when all dr1v1ng
cond1t1ons are perfect. !Which averages only a coup le of
minutes at the most out of every dr1v1ng hour I Y ()ur
carburetor Iust can not eH1c1ently ad1ust 1'.self to your
stop -and -go dr1v 1ng . sudden bursts of speed : -or to
put ,t in technical terms
those many occasIor-is
when your engine Is operating under O 10
high load -cond1t1ons When this crucial mixture
of air and gas Is lilot right on the mone~.
the result Is a toss of power with a
lot more ga·s being burned than Is really
necessary 1
·

r-•

--------·

1) It works like a ·•mini-computer" to automat1__ cally ad1ust the air gas mixture to your every
driv,r,g need . lt thus steps up gas moleculariza-t,on .
reducing the over -rich mixture before it
becomes wasteful. Just ~s a Jet engine sucks air
into 1t . . the Ram-Jet automatically and. safely
1ets air into the gas mixture the very split second
your driv1rig conditions require it.
2) It captures the polluted air that would ordi narily be fed back into your engine
and re -en ergizes 1t into a " Jet Stream" that IS once again
ignited into useful clean power instead of clog ging up your engine and makinq it hesitate and
stall and waste gasoline and pow~r
Thousands of similar dev;ces sold in Europe formore than $20 a piece The Ram-Jet Super c har_g e-r Is now available to you tor 1ust $14 95
Because of a special arrangement ,t comes to
you direct (no m1dcilemen) from the inventor
manufacturer h i mse!f. Mr . Ed Almquist

MAIL THIS NO-RISK COUPON TODAY'---------------,

Consumer Cooperative Service Dept .
·
918 S. Michigan Ave, ,Chicago, Illinois 60605

GCN :
I
I
I

I
I

1. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I
I

:

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

':

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - - - - - - - - -

'1 c·Ity

.

tate _ _ _ _ _ _~ip

WHAT DO PEOPI..E SAY ABOUT THE RAM-~ET
SUPERCHARGER?
An airline pilot writes:
"I have a Ram-Jet And
"Sudde·nly my little si:,,: so do many of my pacylinder ·engine .seems r1sh ioners . We found
to have the power of an out that we average
eight Yet it saves gas from 2 to 6 more miles
like It was a four That per gallon with much
little Ra ·m -Jet is more engine pep and
amazing'" acceleration " Phillip Shade,
The Rev . P Mick
Plymouth, Conn
Harvey, Illinois

:

Please rush me the following o n your 90 -cfay money back guarantee
0 1 RAM -JET $ 14.95
t:] 2 RAM JETS $25 .95
,
_Enclose 75c for handling & postage i11 cash. check or money order.
Truck or Car (year & model_)

at last, the Ram-Jet to the rescue!

GREATEST GUARANTEE IN AUTOMOTIVE
HISTORY: THE 100,000 MILE 1003/0 MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE. Anytime withiR the ne>et
100.000 miles you put on your car, if you don't
think the Ram -Jet Supercharger Is the best
automotive in_v estment you've ever made,
simply return It to us for a full money back
refund. No questions asked . !And don't
forget-with the Ram-Jet turning pollution into
free power instead of turning it back into your
engine, it's no telling how many extra powerpacked miles you'll be able to log on your
engine before it's ready for the junk heap) . ·

•

-------------L------------------------------------------------ ~ __ J _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Heritage of Newport
144 Bellevue Avenue
Newport, RI 02840
(401) 849-7220
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Tuesday April 4, 1978
at 8p.m.

11
OF ~PORT

... .from Cottages to Estates

TIE COPY &!IETTE
• Offset Printing
• Photocopying

• Collatir.g
• Binding
• Folding

• Rubbe_r Stary,ps--

· • Reductions
11 5 Water Street

Boston. Mas:;. 021G9
(617)426-4S15

• Layout and Design
• Typing
• Typesetting
• Business Cards
• Envelopes and Stat.ionery
We Provide Complete Printing Services
· To Suit All Your Printing Needs

ANALYSIS INTERVIEWS
NEWS REVIEWS POETRY
...
. ..
.
...

th..: old..:st lesbian publication in th..: U.S . (sine..: l 971)
th..: largest ·ksbian publication in th..: U.S. (6,700 circulation)
by and for th..: national 1..:sbian , femini st. and gay co mmunities.
S6. 00 yr. ( 6 issues), SI 0 .00 institutions, S I. 25 sam pie
for advGrtizin g and bulk distribution rates write:

TIDE PUBLICATIONS- e,c.t-1
8855 Cattaragus Ave. Los Angeles, CA 90034
(213) 839-7254

BOOKS

A Lesbian Panoram a
OUR RIGHT TO LO VE. Edited by
Ginny Vida. Prentice-Hall, 1928.
318 pp. Hardcover, $12.95.
By Pat M. Kuras
With the publication of Our Right
To Love, by Prentice-Hall, lesbians
can claim a victory of sorts. Rather
than depending on homophobic psychiatrists and clergy members, a conventional partriarchal publishing house
lias asked lesbians to provide a ·book
about themselves. With a well-established publisher backing it, this "lesbian resource book" should get widespread promotion and distribution, as
was the case with the recent Joy of Lesbian Sex and Joy of Gay Sex manuals.
Our Right To Love is a categorized
batch of essays and photographs producted by lesbians. The material was
compiled mainly by Ginny Vida,
Media Director for the National Gay
Task Force.
_
The book itself reads like a dyke's
Who's ~who, and Bostonians will enjoy
picking ot.it familiar names. (Indeed,
our own GCN has a few laurels tossed
our way.) This guide to our lifestyle is
geared for a multi-leveled audience.
Lesbians, of course, top the list. The
cover photo of happy hugging dykes is
a perfect' illustration for the pride and
sensitivity within the book. ·
The chapter entitled "The Spectrum
of Lesbian Experience" ignores the
· predominantly white, middle-class faction of lesbians and delves into racial,
class, age and religious differences
within our make-up. For those straight
folks just ·c oming to terms with lesbianism, may I suggest they read Betty
O'Leary's article, "A Motl}er's Support" . Mrs. O'Leary (mother of Jean
O'Leary, co-executive · 9irector of

BOO KS

NGTF) offers a poignant view of how
she dealt with learning about her
daughter's lesbian lifestyle. Older lesbians can trip down memory lane with
Phyllis Lyon and Del Martin as they
reminisce about the beginnings of
Daughters of Bilitis. Lesbian teachers,
lesbian mothers and lesbians in the
military receive adequate coverage.
For those dykes wh9 spot a book on
lesbianism and immediately cut to the
"Sexuality" chapter, all the basic
fundamental steps are set down - in
other words, nothing that you already
don't know. , However, may I recommend the "Breaking Up" article by
Polly Keltogg. Ms. Kellogg, a New
York _therapist, oJfers insights on how
dependent we sometimes become on
lovers, and why brea_k -ups can seem so
shattering.
Despite th.e egotism displayed in her
foreward, _Rita Mae ,Brown, '.'Mother
of the Movement, "will still be able· to
captivate readers with her alluring wi i.
One final minor gripe'- of ·all the fabulous photographs in·rttis book, some
aren't captioned. Many faces are easily
recognized (Meg Christian, Jill Johnston), but this dyke is .fret' tng over who
some of these gorgeous women are.
(Yes, dykes do -occasionally- cruise.)
Our Right To Love is an invaluable
work, informative and charming. In
her introduction, Ginny Vida readily
admits to difficulty in reaching and
presenting all lesbians. Lesbians are as ·
diverseas heterosexuals, and to repr~sent each and every one of us would be
a
Herculean feat to accomplish.
However, ·our Righi To Love riiakes a
good star.t. This book should be shared
with everyone, gay and straight.

Continued from page 10

myself,-who feels that real romance 111
gay relationships is so rely lacking in
gay fict io n, Rick's passions an d mem ories match my own and validate the
tenderness that two men can share.
David, a bit younger and still the barfly
at heart , is going through the growing
pains tha t the renewal of his love affair
with Rick has caused . There is much
here for gay men to pick out and think
over.
Monette's style is beautiful - his
characters charmed me, his sunsets
warmed me, ·_ and his descriptions of
New England during the sultry summer
made me ache for the months ahead.

. He w·rites li ke the poet that he is, and
word s and metapho rs fl ow smoothly,
yet · hit home with di rect precision .
Madeline "squashed the ingenues one
a fter another like grapes between her
forefinger and thum~ ." Allu sion~ tq
_campy movie stars, romantic · novels,
and domineering mothers are used to
establish the gay vocabulary that Monette's characters cannot escape, even
if their perceptions are r~freshingly
unique.
Mrs. Carro//_ hiJ:s the b_o okstores next week. Quite,simply, t.his is a
novel that is not to be missed.

Laurels for Jacqu.i Mac

On Friday evening, March JO, Jacqui Mac, local DJ and manager of the Club
76, tt:elcomed to Boston New Yorker Audrey Joseph and friends . Audrey
spearhead_ed the First Annual Women's Disco DJ Awards, which were presented
Feb. 21 in New York. At that Junction Jacqui was presented with a special award
for her long-standing and continuing contribution ·to women 's music.
Jacqui also explained that the-party was planned to coincide with the Nightfall
magazine Disco A wards. Representatives of the publication, the first and last word
in disco, took notice and showed up° at the Club to help Jacqui celebrate.
Ms. Joseph treated the bar's patrons to a disco-mix tape by Fran James, this
year's winner of the special effects award, and a new disco hit from England
entitled "Get On Up" was previewed.
We congratulate Jacqui, and applaud the women .who are being recognized in
the disco industry.
GCN, March 25, 1978 • Page 11

THEATER

Possibly a Great Gay Play
by the author, and he addresses the autogether in a powerful crystallization
dience in witty monologues, cracking
of the basic situation.
·
- jokes about his pain.
Between the five scenes, a woman
By Robert Chesley
("Lady Blues") sings old night-club
But instead of Annie Hall's slapdash
improvisatory quality, The Internasongs about love, which relate to the
Harvey Fierstein's The International
tional Stud has a simple, taut and
course of the plot. She remains in her
Stud just closed its short run at
theatrically compelling structure. A
position above the action during the
LaMama in New York. There is a
two-character play, it is structured in
scenes (and interacts with the characpossibility that it will reopen in March;
five · scenes, arranged in the "arch"
if it does, move heaven and earth to see
special way which I will
ters in
form Bartok used in some of his quarit. It is a rarity: a thoroughly good gay
mention later). The structure of the ·
tets. The first scene takes place in the
play, possibly a great one. Many gay
play is consummate, but it is not all; as
dressing room of a nightclub, where
plays produced in New York have had
in Mozart, the perfection of form leads
good things ab.o ut them - gripping
Arnold, a drag star (politically incorus through many delights to wrenchrect: drag is oppressive to women,
moments', wit, pungent writing,
ingly beautiful passing moments.
should not be confused with being gay,
It is, of course, basically a variation
reasonable entertainment value, good
is not respectable, etc.) delivers a camp
performances. These are important.
of "boy-meets-boy, boy-loses-boy,
(politically incorrect) monologue on
boy-gets-boy," but done in depth. It is
Some gay theater is genuinely endearloneliness and the need for love (polia gar play not just because it is about
ing and should be cherished: Hot ·
lov-e between men, but because the
Peaches and Les Ballets Trockadero. \ tically incorrect: gay life must be
shown as positive). In the second
position of gays , in our society is its
"The International Stud" goes beyond
scene, set in the front room of the Stud
context: Ed's closetedness, his inability
these: it is a play to which you can give
(one of New York's backroom bars),
to accept himself, reaches 'deeply into
yours.elf entirely, without reservation,
the relationship. It is what makes him
Ed, a self--consciously macho, closeted
without making excuses for it.
teacher, picks up Arnold. The scene is
The play disregards· pontical ''corcruel to Arnold; it is what destroys the
a comic treatment of the bar scene, and
relationship, even in bed, where Ed
rectness" on gay issues. In some of its
is played by Ed alone onstage, to an
aspects, it is as politically embarrassing
fears "losing himself" in lovemaking
invisible Arnold. The central scene is a 1 · ("It is what I pray for," Arnold
(to some, I do not doubt, infuriating)
telephone
conversation
between
replies). The "boy-gets-boy" part .is
as Arthur Bell telling the truth. The
Arnold and Ed at the end of their fdurplay. confronts us with a human situa-·
v·aried: does Arnold get Ed, and, if so,
month affair: Ed's parents are .visiting;
tion; let the politically-minded people
would this be a happy ending? Arnold
and he has taken up with a woman.
make what they may of it - if they're
knows better. Ed returns to him "more
The fourth scene complements the
honest and humane, there had better
fucked up than ever"; the situation is
second: again a comic view of the bar
hopeless.
be a place for this play in their politics.
scene, again played by· a single actor
The easiest way to describe The InThe writing is excellent. Many of the
addressing an unseen companion, it .
lines are very funny (though Annie
ternational Stud is "a gay Annie
shows Arnold trying the back room for
Hall.'' (Fierstein appeared in the
Hall is funnier). The characters are
movie.) But this is vastly unfair to the
the Stud for the first time. The final
drawn in depth and with compassiqn.
scene returns to the dressing room,
play. Like Anne Hall, it is unabashedly
Ed has a wooden exterior, but touch
with Arnold again in drag. Ed returns
about
love,
and
love
viewed
him and he gets nasty, for he must
unromantically · as
painful.
Its
to Arnold after a nine-month silence,
protect himself from the truth about
protagonist is a clown - at times, the
and, for the first time within the struchimself, must reduce the one ·person
Chaplinesque "little guy" with whom
ture of the play, the two characters
. who means something to him . to a
we identify, who has all the foibles and
interact directly and physically with
"friend," to be handled superficially.
each other. As they do so, the themes
makes all the mistakes we fear in ourArnold, brighter and more insightful
selves. As in Annie Hall, he is played
:)I the previous scenes also come
than Ed, and honest, wonders whether
The International Stud. ByHarvey Fierstein. Directed by Eric ~oncklin.

a

he should allow his love for Ed to lead
him into a situation he knows is
hopeiess. "i care. I care a great deal,"
he tells us even before he meets Ed,
"But do I care enoµgh?" Give yourself
to someone and be destroyed by the
pain; or protect yours.elf now, no
matter how difficult, and hope for a
better chance someday to love and to
be loved; that's the bitter choice we are
left with as the lights fade.
The woman singer, standing .always
above'the action in soft, innocent, rosy
light (except •in the back room scene, .
where she is in darkness), looks on
silently, pleading with her eyes for -the
first side: give yourself to someone.
She is half guardian angel over Arnold
and half the romantic part of Arnold
himself, significantly removed in a
separate embodiment. During the
devastating final scene, Arnold looks
at her directly at times, and then relents
a little towards g-iving in to his despairing love for Ed. Having the singer
present is an enormously effective theatrical device: she stands for what I
have in me, what, perhaps, we all have
in -us, but are so afi:aid to admit, ttie
need for love. Her presence comments '
upon the bitterly ironic commentary of
the lines: the bitterness visibly hurts
her.
Harvey Fierstein's performance as
Arnold is, perhaps, crucial to the play.
One certainly would not want a lesser
actor in the part - it would be like
hearing Mozart played on out-of-tune
instruments. Steve Spiegel convinces us
he is Ed, from the nervous and protectively masculine exterior down to
the bone-level inner conflict that is
destroying him. Diane Tarleton as
Lady Blues sings her songs with stirring
honesty, and wins applause for her
renditions. The artistry of her silent
participation in the play itself is, as I
have indicated, extraordinarily touching. She is sensitively accompanied on
the piano by Ned Levy, The admirable
direction is by Eric Concklin.

Spend some time in the
warm and friendly climate
at

Jupiter-in Ar1e§
- with

Adam
Douglas
Dustin Gino

Kris

Luke
Manny
Peter

We-are proud to announce
that we have added new masseurs
to our existing staff ...
f~aturing the best in massages

for MEN by MEN.

Call/or information on-our 2/or 1 SPECIAL

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
283 Dartmouth Street Boston
.
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people, places U fli_n gs
By Eric Rogers ·
out to the movi€ tonight,,,. the giggles
Franzeuse, Baba, Nose and Ravioli,
that followed were indicative of who
four women clowns, gave a spectacular
indeed coming out tonight.
was
Interthe
at
weekend
performance last
Darts has opened on Dartmouth
national Women's Day Celebration in
Street near Boylston, diagonally across
Boston. These clowns' ant:ics were
from the public library, and the openmeaningful,
and
hysterical
both
ing night bash had lines go_ing down the
probing love and pain and the madness
block. The club is lovely, decorated in
of life. Their act is unique - neither
mirrors
silver, - with
and
black
singing nor dancing nor magic tricks abounding. There'. s 1 big bar up front
a portrayal of women with women in
all its facets. They've performed at the , and a smaller one in the back, and a
nice-sized dance floor. The opening
Saints a few times; and you can catch
n-ight party was ,packed full of happy
them next at the MCC/GCN Variety
· people - · a Beacon Hill-Back BayShow on Tuesday night, April 4, at 8
South End crowd - and the disco
p.m. Other exciting acts will be
sounds were excellent. The spacious
announced in the next few weeks, so be
men's room had one interesting feature
certain to check it out ... Phone 426... mirrors· over the u r inals ... which
4469 or 523-7664 for ticket informamade some men who were using the fa- ·
tion.
cilities a bit uncomfortable, while
I caught a sneak preview of Brian
others enjoyed the view . . . Welcome
DePalma's The Fury ~l the Pi Alley
to Boston, Dart!
last week. The movie's in the Carrie
The dates for the fifth National
tradition - lots of parapsychological
Music Festival have been set
Women's
govthe
by
·energy being manipulated
for June 13 through June I 8 in Chamernment, and telepathy used for
paign-Urbana, Illinois. The festival
violence. I enjoyed the movie even
will feature workshops and concerts
though I closed my eyes through the
women's music. -In the past
celebrating
have
I
scary scenes. The one question
women artists such as Meg Chri~tian,
is, why were so many lesbians and gay
Holly Near, Malvina Reynolds and Be
men at the preview? At first I thought I
K'Roche have appeared in concert
Be
was imagining things, but as showtime
the festival and this year's
at
took
people
came, more 'and more gay
their seats. What drew all of us to the
movie? Has DePalma's Carrie attracted a gay following for him? Or
was it Carrie Snodgrass, absent from
the screen for 100 long, that we remember from Diary of a Mad Hoijseivife? Perhaps it's just that some gay
people have become heavy cinema
Meg Christian
junkies and lake in every preview that
performers should be just as exciting
comes to town. In any case, when the
and talented as these women. This
Sack Cinema voice welcomed us to the
year's festival will include more
show and said "tha!)k you for coming

classical music in the format. Registration can be done by writing to the
National Women's Music Festival,
P.O. Box 2721, Station A, Champaign, Ill. 6 I 820. Before April I the fee
is $25 for the entire festival, and after
·that date it's $30. If you wait until June
13 to register, the fee, which includ.e s
all concerts and ·workshops, is $40, so
make your plans now ...
John Gerassi, author of The Boys of
Boise, will be in town this week for two
speaking engagements. One is on Sun:.
day, March 19, in Morse Audit·orium,
602 Commonwealth Ave., at 11 _a.m.
His address to the Community Church
. of Boston ·will focus on freedom · in
North and South America. He will also
be · speaking at 8 p.m. on Monday,
March 20, at the Boston/Boise
Committee meeting in the Old West

~~t9r~

ah~aw

~on~i1~~
6171426 2020

Church on Cambridge St. Considering
the recent instances of Boise-like
crackdowns all over the country, be
sure to catch one of his talks. •
Next weekend brings two Springtime
events ... On Friday night, March 24,
Cafe Gallery_, 73 Dartmouth St. in the
South End, will be hosting Gay
People's Celebration of Spring Breath
- poetry reading and socializi ;1g. The
event begins at 8 p.m. and will feature
some fine poetry from local gay poets
... On Saturday night, March 25, Am
Tikva's Purim Disco Party will be held
in Room 455 in Northeastern University's Ell Buildin·g . The party begins, at
8 p.m. and lasts until 1 a.m. Ther"e will
be a $2.00 admission fee and wine will
,be served. :P.t#i!ffi costumes are optional. P.hon~ -35-3-1821 for more infor-
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1977 Income Tax Returns -

VENDOME TAX ~ERVICE

r·

160 Commonwealth Ave., Boston
Call 247-3431, M-F, 5:30-9pm
Saturdays by Appointment
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NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST RECORD SELECTION

OVER 100 OTHER WEEKLY SPECIALS

ALL NEW RELEASE 7.98 LPs ARE 4.99

EVERYDAY LOW 8 TRACK & CASSETTE PRICE 2/11.00

1
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IEDcla~sifiedCLASSIFIEDclassifiE!dCLASSIFIEDdassified
personals

UNEMPLOYED? Support and job seeking
skills group for unemployed gay women
& men will meet at HCHS Fri ' s 6-8 pm
for 10-12 wks beginning in Mar.
$3/session 542-5188.
(38)
HOUSECLEANING
Efficient, reliable, references. Call Mario
after6pm. 241-7535.
(GD)
PSYCHODRAMA WORKSHOP offers gay
women and ·men the chance to experience the psychodramatic method. Led by
male and fem?le therapists. 8 sessions
begin Apr. Mon' s 7-10pm at HCHS.
542-5188.
(37).

BIG DEAL!
Limited Time Special
All non-display ads TWO FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE. Pay for 1
week, run 2, etc.
(Maximum of 6 free weeks)
Order must be postmarked by May 1
and fhis coupon included with your
request.

r Trouble Budgeting Your Money?

MOUSIE, MO.USIE, PhD
What happened to Sunday morning? How
can a lecture be so important? We could
use a month of Sundays. All my love.
F'Oi:E_lJpin_e.
___________ _
BARRY U MENOMA
_ __ _NUTS!
ALBERT ROSS
Why don 't you stop hangin ' round my
neck? Mariner.
-- ·-·••-- ----- --·Healthy, well-adjusted GM seeks s_
a me
for enjoyable, adult relationship. Nothing
sleazy, stupid, warped or in any way
kinky. Must be intelligent, flexible and
possessed of a sense of humor. Write
G_C_N ~0~_~7_4_._ ___~- _
_ __P?)
LIFE IN SARASOTA, FLORIDA?
2 faggots seek others interested in
politically oriented OR wock/change.
Contact Charles, (813) 366-7230 or Jack
(813) 366-8057.
(37)
WM stud 25 moving to Bos May 1, 'need
place to live. Am quiet aJild neat. Can
afford max of 200/monttr for rent "food and
util. If U have xtra room near trhs write
Mike Duclos, 599 Meadow St., Chicopee,
MA 01013.
'
_ _Q7)
OPEN EYES
Get your shit togethe'r
Little Bear loves yo~ ______(36_+ )

I

CARFORD-JOHNSON ASSOCIATES

ATTENTION STUDENTS ET AL
Expert editing done on all your work. No
more embarrassment over errors. Also
typing of finished product. Typing only,
75¢ per double-spaced page. Editing
negotiable. Call Nancy 266-7880, leave
messag~, -~e~ .!.!:-t.!ng. _ _______ (<::)

MASi:"BAY
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
INDIVIDUALS, COUPLES

& GROUP COUNSELING

,for Quincy and Newton call 472-1331
For Blackstone Valley or Narragansett Bay Area
CAll (617) 883-8220 FOR APPT.

!

I

Personal accounting service
at a low cost

Typing, 80¢/page on IBM Selectric.
739-2200, ext 301. Leave message. Tony.

---------~~----~

(617) 247-3431

i
Gay Owned/Operated
- -- - -- - - - - - - - - _,
GAY BUSINESS PERSONS

Tired of dealing with many sales people?
Have problems deciding where to invest
your money for business promotions? D.
Bellavance Agency will help you. Free
consultations. Call 739-2200 . A Board
Member of the Gay Bus·iness Associa
tion.
(c)
OVER 40 AND GAY
A group for women over 40 who are ex-

ploring their lesbian identity. Personal
growth and discussion of relevant topics.
Weekend April 1 and 2. Anita Rossien,
Lynn Scott, feminist therapists . More
inf~._~4-5~1_.__
·
_(~)
Light housekeeping done by the hour or
the job. Call Greg at 367-1822 evenings,
(GH)

\~\:.~~~~\,~\}~<;

FREE
to good home only, large, lovable Newfoundland, black and white, very striking
looking, registered female, spayed, 4 yrs.
old. Needs surprisingly little space . Good
watch dog. Call 259-0063. Leave message
and ~~~_12_e_nu~~~_r- _ '
_ _ (PB)

'--

'

(FOR ALL TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS/

160 Comm. Ave. (Vendome Mall)
Boston

To Billy Lloyd. Call me at night
617-641-0710. Enjoyed hearing from
BushneJI, FL. Got last letter 4-4-77. BB.
(36)

APARTMENTS

Nice, inexpensive, all sizes, close to public trans in Allston . Tony Bosco 783-5131,
?83-5701.
·
(c)
BOSTON,SO.END
One bedroom apartment in newly restored Victorian townhouse. Spacious
rooms, oak paneling, modern kitchen and
bath, dressing room, lots of closets,
laundry, did, w/w, heated, owneroccupied bldg. $325. Call 267-8262.
(30)
APT. FOR RENT
CITY SQ., CHARLESTOWN

5 rm apt. $130.00 month. Ht and util not
incl~ded. Call241-7535. ___ _ _
(GD)
Apt sublet 5/1-9/1 ex cond 1 bdrm frplce
hdwd firs nw .kitchenette bay windows
near Pru off Newbury 250/mo call
267-6614.
(35+)
SUNNY ONE-BEDROOM

Available immediately. Lvngrm dngrm
eat-in kitchen quiet house on pvt way in
Cambridge. Write S.C.C. 441 Broadway,
Medford 02145.
(36)

SPRING CONFERENCE:

HASSLE-FREE PSYCHOTHERAPY
FOR NH GAYS
Ethical-Confidential
Individual & Couples
Judith Sigler, Lyn Foley
(Both MSW, ACSW)

By Appointment
i603) 224-5600
Concord

roommates
GBM to share sunny spacious 2 bdrm in
Back Bay w/prof. M. Sane living with
ample privacy $227 available now.
267-i,53~ early evenings.
(3_?_±:j
Looking for a gay person to share a S.E.
townhouse apt. 6 rooms , deck, firepl. exp
brick AC/OW, skylights. Apr 1st $225.00.
Call before 1 pm 266-6166. Resp. person.
(37)
2WM, one's g?y the other isn't seek 3rd
roommate to share 3 BR Dorchester floor
thru apt. overlooking the bay. $60/mo,
heat and util. Apr. 1. 1-617-288-2046.
______ _ (37)

a

2 women, 3 men, some gay, some not,
seek woman for Somerville living collective. Phone 628-1038 for more info
please...
(ER)

for sale
Moving to SF, selling furniture and odds
and ends. Call 523-1569.
(34)
MOVING SALE
Sat. March 25th, 10am-5pm. Cheap stuff
- plants, 10 speed bike, stand-up radio,
chairs, bureaus, and many small things.
Go to 25 Washington St., City Sq. ,
Charlestown. (Community College stop
on MBTA Orange Line) _______ (GD)
Photos of male high school SWIMMERS
(60 semi-nudes $6.) and WRESTLERS (20
action close-ups $2.50). ·Both sets $8 . L.
Wiegert Jr., Box 2474-GCN ,RHE, CA
90274 (Photos are Band W off-set copies
- vary in size to 6"x8")
(39)

ANTIQUE FRIEND WANTED
Slim, quiet, smooth-faced GWM (esp
blond or tall) by GWM 30, 6', 150. brn/blu .
· clean, caring, drug-free, veg, really into
1900's: old music, small NE towns,
travel. old-fash love and you! Pis write:
Wally, P-08 8153, La Crescenta, CA
~121?. (213) 246-1225.
(3.?)
I'm looking for Suesan of Lynn. I met you
at Somewhere on a Sunday. I'd like to' see
you again. Call 595-7684.
(36)
Very warm & affectionate GWF 29 into
enjoying life. disco dancing, & creating
super
··natural
high"
in
loving
relationship with someone who loves ·
being a woman! I really love to lovet
Please respond to GCN Box 870.
(39)

a
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Classified Ad deadline is Tuesday noon (prior to Sunday
publication).
All ads must be paid in advance. No ads accepted by
phone. Make check or money order payable to Gay
Community News, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.

02108.
Since we serve all New England, please include your
area cod~ if your ad includes a phone number.

Non-business: $ 3.00 per week for 4 lines ( 35 Charaders
per line ): l'ach additional line 25 cents. Headlines
arc 50 cents per week for 25 characters.
Business (if you charge money for a service, you are a
business):. $4.00 per Wl:Ck for 4 lines l35 characters
per line) and 50 cents for cacli additional line. Head·
lines arc $1. 00 for 25 characters.

If you wish to pick up your mail at the GCN Office:
Our hours are IO a. m. to 6 p.m . Monday through
hiday.

Box Numbers arc available at$ 1.00 for 6 weeks if you
pick up you mail. If, however, you wish your mail
forwarded, the rate is $3.00 for 6 weeks. Mail is
forwarded at the end of the 3rd and 6th weeks.
If you want mail forwarded for a 3 month period,
a $5 .00 charge will he made for the additional time.
Please Circle one of the following ad categories:

First 4 lines _ _ _ at $ _ _ per wk.

$ _ _ _ __

Each additionat line at $ _ _ per wk.

$ _ _ _ __

Pick-Up 13ox No. at $ I .00/6 weeks

$ _ _ _ __

Forward Box No. at $3.00/6 weeks

$ _ _ _ __

Phone Number in Personals at $1.00

There is a charge of $ LOO for a phone number included
in a Personal

TOT AL ENCLOSED

$_ _ __

Number of weeks ad is to run _ _ _ _ _ __

Please Print Neat(v.

THE EAGLE HAS FLEAS!! 1 !!
Space avail. at Boston Eagle for Gay
Market , Sat., Apr. 22'. 3-8pm. Call
4-6pm, Thurs and Fri only, for further
353-0292. Peace! _ ___ ___ _ _

Flea
Dick
info.
(38)

dating
THE GAY WAY
Florida to ·california

Discreet Professional Mating
for Gays Only.

Send $1.00 for Brochure
Box 189, Malden, MA 02148

GAY TEACHERS

resorts

Name ____________ _____ City ________ State _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SKIING SUGARBUSH IS GREAT
Kiernan's Lodge and Pub is just minutes
from the lifts. We are a small comfortable
lodge-casual warm pub. "Happy hour 4-7,
food served till 2am . Sugarbush Access
Road, Warren , VT 05674 (802) 583-2513.
(37)

penpals

MA 02108.

services

1

A gay teacher is doing a study on the situation of the gay elementary and high
school teacher. If you are or have been
_such a teacher, or you have quit teaching
because you are gay, and you are willing
to discuss your experiences, please write
fo Teacher, GCN Box ABC, 22 Bromfielc'
St. , Bos. 02108.
(ER)

A gay teacher is doing a study on the situation of the gay elementary and high
school teacher. If you are or have been
such a teacher, or you have quit teaching
because you are gay, and you are willing
to discuss your experiences, please write
to Teacher, GCN Box ABC, 22 Bromfield
St:, Bos. 02108.
(ER)
GCN is always in need of office furniture.
paint, sofa, file cabinets, shelves and anything that is in good repair for our office.
To donate contact Richard at 426-4469 (c)
We need a driver with a van or truck to
donate time & truck (we'll pay gas) to help
pick up donations for GCN . Call Richard
at 426-4469.
(c)

$ _ _ _ __
$ _ _ _~,..

misc
GAY TEACHERS

wanted

any of our ads, send to GCN Classifieds,
Box _ _ _, 22 Bromfield St., Boston

Page i4 '• cfo~.( fvfarM ;5~ 1'978

(TB)

- C ENTURY AUTO RENTALS INC.
Full time employment. For info or appointment call 923-9300.
___(~§
VOLUNTEER THERAPISTS NEEDED
M.S. plus experience or field placement
possible, to work at HCHS. Professional
indiv and group supervision provided.
Join staff of the gay community's own
mental health clinic. 542-5188.
· _ (38)

GWM 21 seeks work on Cape or Island
(P-town area pref), rm , bd plus sm sal
desired. Available aft Marci. 31 . C.
_Bullock, GCN Box 865.
(36)

.If you wish to respond to a box nu_m ber In

PRINTING: The kind your mother would
approve of: neat, clean, not too expensive, and produced with a smile. Brochures, letterheads, business cards we do most kinds of printing . Also typese_tting. Call us. Xanadu Printing,
661-6975.

CQOK
to work at House Restaurant. 783-5131.

job wanted

APARTMENTS
FOR SALE
INSTRUCTION
JOBS OFFERED
JOBS WANTED
PENPALS
ORGANIZATIONS
PERSONALS
RESORTS
RIDES
ROOMMATES
SERVICES WANTED
MISCELL.
LOST & FOUND
PUBLICATIONS
Headlines _ _ _ _ at $ _ _ per wk.
$ _ _ _ __

3 months forwarding at $5 .00

ad.

job op

movers

.----:.-;_:.-;_-;_-;_;_-;,~-;_-;_-;_~-;_-;_-;_~-:.-=::-;_-;.-;_-;_-;_;-:_-:_-:_-;~-:_-:_-;_-;.~-=:-;_-;.-;.-;-;_;.-;_-;.-;_-;..-;_-;,-;_-;_-;_-;-._-;_-;.-;_-;_~-=:-;_-;.-;_-;.-;_-;-:_-:_-:_-;~-:_-:_-;_.-;.,-;_. -_;,,--

GAY TEACHERS

A
gay teacher
doing
a study on
thehigh
si tuation
of the isgay
elementary
and
school teach~r. If you are or have been
such teacher, or you have quit teaching
because you are gay, and you are willing
to disc'\.Jss your experiences, please write
to· Teacher, GCN Box ABC , 22 Bromfield
g_,__~~02108.
(E£'l2
GWF looking for lover relationship with
GWF any age. I'm 5' very lonely and cute!
· Please send photo' Write to GCN Box
871
(37)
King 3-piece mattress/box spring se t. 4
yea~ old. $!50. 522-~809 eves or wkends.
· Kine sheets. Wamsutta " Dynasty," vivid
reds . virtually new. 11 % off. Don at
6~·6975 d~ys:._522-~09 eve~.
GAY LEGISLATION
NEEDS YOUR HELP, MAKE A DIFFERENCE. For information call 742-4811. or
write Gay Legislation , Box 8841 JFK Station, Boston, MA 02114.
(4~

For Sale Minolta SAT 102 mint
cond ition (used by GCN staff photographer) with 1.4 lens & case. Negotiable
price. Call after 6, 289-6584, Angela.
(c)
ACTIVE GAYS NEED ENERGY
Natural food supplements and vitamins
will help. For free catalog and price list
w~toGCN Box 873.
(37)

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SOUGHT
The Gay Center for Social ,Services, a
m4lti-se.rvice agency in its fifth year
serving_San Diego County. Social Service
&. ' Grant-Administration exp req. Salary
2 fags in collective house skg 3rd pe~son
who is congenial , independent and will- negotiable. Resume to: The Gay Center,
. ing to grow with us thru the wint~r. Rox- 2250 'B' St., San Diego, CA 92102, Attn: J .
(35 +)
bury location, low rent. Conv to public Jessop, Chairperson.
trans. John or Bruce 427-2778.
GAY ELECTRICIAN
Wanted to do minor repairs in apt with
NO POLLUTION
Vegetarian lesbian or gay man for a bal- . absentee landlord. Call 876-3019 after
6.
(36)
a:nced, beautiful straight and gay home ·
,3M) in. Winchester (near Arlington), 15
min to Boston, 35 by bike or bus. Support.
trees, tennis, track, garden, darkroom,
$100, 729-5668.
(14)
THE JIM CLARK MOVING CO.
Roommate needed Beacon Hill 2 BR htd
Licensed-Insured-Professional
$125/mo + util. Be neat clean resp WM
24 hrs./day-7 dayslwk.-No O.T. charges
32. Call after 6pm M-Th. 617-227-1435.
Local Jobs-Local Rates
354-2184
May 1, dep. req .
(36)

(617)247-1832

Carpentry and general repair. Good
craftsman, rnasonable .prices. Phone
Gilbert, 367-2_!34 eves .. leave message. _

Women-identified Women: Speaking for
ourselves . G.W. University, Marvin Center, Washington, DC, April 15, 1978.
Speakers: Ginny Vida, Rita Mae Brown,
Elaine Noble. Sponsored by D.C . NOW
Sexuality Task Force, and Womanspace.
Cost: $10.00.- Child care, signing provided . Accomodation provided if arranged n advance. Dance to follow , $5.00 .
For information, write D.C. NOW Spring
Conference, Box 4064, Arlington, VA
22204 or call (202) 466-2934.
(32)

apartments ·

Feminist sks WF to share yard , house,
lake. So. NH. Friendship, suppoPt sought.
Rent shared. Rustic cmft setting 189 mnts
away. Call Eve 603-746-4729.
(36)
We _are one F and two M's seeking the
company of a fourth (M or F) for our
spacious and friendly Somerville apt . Sec
deposit, $87.50 + utils. Non-smoker
please. 776-6377.
(GG)
SOUTH SHORE APT.
GWF looking for same to share Jg apt in
Hanvoer 2 bdr_ms, lg yard need someone
responsible. Call will talk after 6pm or
wkend . 878-8252.
(36)
Gay man wanted 2' share home nr Inman
Sq wth 2 others. Rent $80 + utils. Menu:
humor, politics, psyGhology, music, food.
Cal I 628-3870.
(36)
Lexington 2 GWM lkng for G-BiM must
be stable and in 20s. We are fun-loving
and positive disco to opera half hse +
yard. Nice kitch dd. Own rm $100/mo +
util nr bus ctr. We wrk-drve Bos GCN Box
872 .
(35+)
HOUSE IN ARLINGTON
GM or F to share warm house, 10 mins to
HVD Sq . pking, yard . Prefer respons
caring, non-smoker over 25. $150/mo. 102
Charles St., No. 363, Boston 02114
(39) •

We get many requests from gays in
prison to put pen pal ads in for them.
Limited space prevents us from printing
as many of these ads as we would like to,
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GC N Box k92.

(c)

IFIEDclassifiedCLASSIFIEDclassifiedCLASSIFl~Dclassifi
ATTENTION INMATES
If you desire penpals , please contact
M.C.C. of the Rockies, POB 9536, Denver,
CO 80209.
(c)
6'3" , 183. afro hair. large torso . 28. 18 mos
left on 10 yr · sentence: need friend.
Matthew Cooper. 033661. P.O. Box 747.
Starke, FL32091. K-3-S-5. __ ___
_@9)
22. 6'3" . 155. brown ha ir. brown eyes.
active in all sex. Terry Crutchfield.
8-039230. P.O. Box 747. Starke, FL 32091
F-3-N-5 .
(39)
26 . 6'2" .. 150. brown hair. hazel eyes .
Marion Cory 023009. P.O. Box 747, Starke.
FL 32091 . P-3-N-7.
_@9)
WM 27 would like to co rrespond with
anyone who would like to take the time.
Interests:
sports,
stamps.
nature.
photography ,
wei-ghtlifting .
Richard
Kessler 143-059, Box 69. London , Oti
4~ 4~:___ _ - -- - - - J.~9)
Black . 28, wants sincere relationsh ip.
Michael Winston 059-453 , P.O. Box 221
(6122_41__!3a_i_!?r~ FL 32083. ____ (39)
Lonely
sincere prisoner gay well
endowed seeks mail from all. Will send
photo. James Callahan 019441 , P.O. Box
(3_9)
747 , Starke . FL 32091 . 16-3210.
25 , 148, 5'11 ", lonely, seeks correspondents. Walter Hohnson , 044178. Cell 210,
Box 2~1. Raiford . FL 32083 _____ (39)
Scorpio male, 25, 5' 11 ". enjoy writing.
reading, sports , etc . Calvin Carter 031464 ,
___ @~
Pg.:__~x !__4!_, Starke ,_f L 3_2091 '. _
Young male super star, about to be released seeks relationship with serious
minded, matured , and well off person.
Please reply soon. Burt Gibbs 038810, ~O
Box 747, Starke, FL32901 , A/C-W-Wing-1N-14.
(37)
Two inmates seek correspondence. Lee
Atterberry, 137-478, Neil Scanlon 148-948,
P.O. Box 45699, lucasville, OH 45699.
(37)
GWM 23, 5'8", 139, black. hair, light blue
eyes. Lonely. Robert S. Yokel 019994 ,
P.O. Box 747, W-2-S-8, Starke, FL 32091.
(37)
25, 6'3", 200. Getting out soon, need
someone to share life with. Sylvester
Henderson, Jr. 038624 , PO Box 221,
Raiford , FL 32083.
(37)

- - - - -- ~- - --

----

. 5;4", sandy hai.r, hazel eyes, 135, dig
openminded people. Age group of inter- ·
es\ 20-25. Dan Pahud, 030294, F-244, P.O.
(37)
Box 667 , Bushnell , FL 33513.

organizations
LUTHERANS
ALC, LCA AND Mo . Uniting for justice,
love, understanding in our church.
Lutherans Concerned (for gay people),
Box B-19114A, Los Angeles, CA 90019.
BOSTON GAY CATHOLICS
Dignity/Boston
sponsors
EXODUS
MASS , a liturgy for gay and concerned
Catholics every Sunday at Arlington
Street Church (Boston), · Boylston St.
entrance at 5:30 pm . For info. contact
Dignity/Boston, 355 Boylston St. , Boston ,
MA 02114. Tel. 536-651?.
(35)
Metropolitan Community Church of Boston, services each· Sunday at 7:00 p.m .
(hymn sing 6:45), 131 Cambridge St. , Boston (Old livest Church). Edward T.
Hougen, pastor. Office 523-7664. All persons are welcome.
.
SUPPORT LESBIAN MOTHERS
Lesbian Mothers National Defense Fund,
2446 Lorentz Place, W. Seattle, WA 98109.
(206) 282-5798. Membershio $5.00.
GAY ACTIVISTS ALLIANCE NJ
-Men and women - Militantly gay militantly proud~ Join us at 176 Kansas
St. , Hackensack, NJ, every Fri. at 9 p.m.
Political action caucus Tuesdays at 8:3_0
o.m. (201).343-6402.
NGTF NEEDS YOU
Join with the largest, fastest growing gay
civil rights group in the country! ,The
National Gay Task Force works with a
professional staff on media representation, national legislation, information
clearinghouse, religious reforms, corporate non-discrimination statements,
more! Help support our work - join now.
$15 membership ($5 limited income) includes Newsletter. NGTF, 80 Fifth Ave.,
Rm.506, New York, NY 10~11.
GAY PEOPLE IN MEDICINE
Task force of the Amer Med Stu Assn .
organized to support pre-med/med stu
and phys. educate and assist the med
p·rotession ; and provide a speaker's
bureau. For info. and confidential assistance contact: AMSA, 1171 Tower Rd,
!3chaumburg, IL60195.
(38)
SOFTBALL ANYONE?
Some people are trying to organize a
Boston area gay softball league. If you
would like to help organize call Stewart at·
~ __(_3__7J
491-6587.

UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST GAY CAUCUS OF NEW ENGLAND has been
formed. We are an· inclusive group of religious liberals who see~ fo provide opportunities for community building
among gay people. We meet Sunday evenings at 7:00 p.m. at the Arlington St.
Church. For more information, contact
Bob Wheatly at the UUA Offi ce of Gay
Concerns, 25 Beacon St., Boston , MA
c)
02108. or(617) 742-2100 .
__ _ _(_
COMING TO S.F. BAY AREA?
Stanford Gay People's Union welcomes
you. Social hours, rap group, peer counseling, programs, parties. Phone (415)
497-1488; mail to Box 8265, Stanford, CA
94305.
CONSCIOUSNESS RAISING
Men, 40 and older, have problems different from young Gay Activists. Small discussion group forming NYC. Call (212)
242-8112 or write Burdick, Apt. 1C, 270 W.
25th St., NYC, NY 10001 .
In New Jersey, the Gay Activist Alliance/
Morris County meets every Monday at
8:30 p.m. using facilities of Unitarian Fellowship, Normandy Heights Rd., Morristown, NJ . Info: (201) 884-0653; 347-6234.

BOSTON AREA

(Area Code 617)

Access (Cambridge Hotline)
661-3900
Am Tikva
524-1890, 628-3986
Cambridge Gay Political Caucus,
491-0968
. P.O. Box 218, E. Cambridge 02141
Cambridge Women ' s Center
354-8807
Charles Street Meetinghouse 523-108 1_; 354-8807
Civil Liberties Union of Mass.
742-8020
CLEARSPACE: a community center for lesbian
women and gay men (now being developed) P.O .
Bo x 398 , Allston , MA 02134
277-2484
Closet Space WCAS (740 AM)
380 Green St. ,
Cambridge 02139
Daughters of Bilitis , 1151 Mass. Ave. ,
661-3633
Cambridge 02138
Dignity, 355 Boylston St. ,
536-6518
Boston , MA 02114
727-2584
Elaine Noble (Rep.)
894-3970
Evangelicals Concerned
536-9826
Fag Rag
Fenway Community Health Center
267-7573
Fengay , c/o Tom Nylund
267-1066
Gay Academic Union of New Engl.and ,
492-3353
P.O. Box 212, Boston 02101
Gay AIAnon (alcoholics)
843-5300
'Gay Al Anon, Greater Boston
471-6884
Gay Business Ass'n , Suite 129
102 Charles St. , Boston MA 02114
G.8.A.
367-0733
Job Bank
492-0056
Gay Community News
426-4469
Gay Education Service (Human
Achievement Foundation), P.O. Box
- 398, Allston 02134
277-2484
(6-12pm, Mon.-Fri.)
.Gay Hotline
426-9371 .
Gay Legislation (Mass. Caucus)
P.O. Box 8841 , JFK Station , Boston 02117
73 Tremont St., Rm 224
742-4811
Gay Nurses' Al.liance-East , P.O. Box
530, Bc!ck Bay Annex, Boston 02117
Gay People of UM ass/Boston
287-1900 (X2396)
Gay Professional Women's Assn.,
Box 308, Boston U. Sta., Boston 02215
Gay Recreational Activities Ccmimittee
(GRAC), c/o GCN Box 8000
Gay Speakers Bureau, P.O. Box 2232,
-Boston 02107
354-0133
Gay Way Radio (WBUR, 90.9FM)
353-2790
Gay Youth Advocates
70 Charles St.
523-0368
Gender Identity Service
864-8181
Good Gay Poets
536-9826
Harvard-Radcliffe Gay Student Assn.
498-2014
Homophi le Community Health Service
542-5188
Integrity, P.O. Box 2582, Boston 02208
262-3057
Janus Counseling for Lesbians,
21 Bay St., Cambridge
661-2537
Lambda of Middlesex, P.O. 1165,
Framingham , MA 01701.
Niles and weekends
877-8550
Lesbian Liberation, c/o Women 's Center 354-8807_
Lesbian Mothers, c/o Women's Center,

GAY HEALTH COLLECTIVE
of Boston & Gay Public Health Workers, a
caucus of American Public Health Asso.
need help planning a fund-raising event
in Boston, June '78. Will you help?
Weekly Tuesday night meetings. Call Ron
_ @!)
Vachon 267-7573,__ _
GAY SOCIAL WORKERS
Soc workers and students interested in
planning meeting to form gay caucus to
Mass. chapter of NASW contact Gars
Dra_ke ACS'!'I_ 566-6505 d~ ~- e_ve
@~ +)

pub/ ications
Unusual comic-le sbian romance in a ·
nursing home. Send $1.00 . Jan Dickson.
1604 .!_7th St. NW, Wash. DC 20009. (36)
Before you stop trying to find a lover try
·us. Advice, Fantasies. Personals. Twelve
issues $10; sample $1 . You're Not Alone,
P.O. Drawer 8398CH, Atlanta, Ga. 30306.
(c)

22 Avery St. 482-9040
Entertainment . Dancing.

BAMBOO LOUNGE
30 Avery St.
Food, Mixed.
38 Queensberry St. 247-9586
L.eather, Men, Thurs. Club Nile, Sunday
'3runch 3PM, Movies Mor;i. & Tues. 8PM

CARNIVAL LOUNGE
,39 Boylston St. 338-7159
Dancing, Mixed.

CHAPS
27 Huntington Ave. 266-7778
Food, Men.

CITADEL
22 Avery St. 482-9040
· oanci ng, , Men.

CLUB .76
76 Batterymarch St. 542-3377
, Food, Women and their friends.
1THE

(C1.II 354-8807) WJmen.
295 Franklin St. 423-7730
Disco Qancing, Mixed_, Sunday .Brunch
12-2PM. . "'' ,
,

HARRY'S PLACE

- SPORTER'.'$ CAFE

45 Essex St.
Dancing, Men.

228 Cambriqge St. , ..
Food, Men, Saturday Brurch 5PM,
Movies Mon., 3PM, Sunday Brunch 3PM.

HERBIE'S RAMROD ROOM

12 Carver St. 338-8577 ·
STYX
..-, - . a
Leather, Men, Sunday Brunch 7PM, Thurs.
20 Blagden St. 247-3910 1 ,
NAPOLEON CLUB
1
Disco Dancing, Men.
52 Piedmont St. 338-7547
THE SHED
Dancing Fri., Sat., Sun . Men.
, 272 Huntington Ave.

PARADISE

Leather, Men, Sunday Brunch 4PM .

TOGETHER
110 Boylston St.
Disco Dancing, Mixed.

1270

252 Boylston St. 247-9308
Noon to 2AM, 7 days a week.
Dancing, Games, Food.

21 Essex St._
.
Men (Some Women).

BOURBON STREET

119 Merrimac St. 523-8960
12 Carver St.
Dancing, Men, Tues.-Thurs. Buffet 9-11 PM
Men.

(1st floor Citadel)

(Area Code 617)

Dignity Merrimack Valley
P.O. Box 348 .. Lowell 08853
851-6711
Everywoman·s Center. Box .949. 14 Center
St .. Provincetown 02657 (4-6pm)
Lesbian Support Group. Mercy Otis Warren
Women 's Center, 298 Main St.. Hyannis
02601
771~739
Martha's Vineyard Gay Group
627-5370
Montachusetts Gay Alliance
342-5963
Box 262. Fitchburg 01420
999-1570
New Bedford Women's Clinic
487-0387
Provincetown 24-Hour Drop-in Center
471-7100
Survival Crisis Line

(Area Code 413)

Berkshire Community Gay Coal1tion,
Box 493, Pittsfield 01201
.
Common Womon Club, 78 Masonic St. ,
Northampton 01060
Everywomen's Center, Amherst
Gay Women' s Caucus, Amherst
Help Line

442-9450

584-4580
545-0883
545-31:38
664-6391
664-6392
Lesbian Union, 9th floor, Campus Center,
UMass, Amherst 01003
People' s Gay Alliance, RSO 368' Student
Union, UM ass, Amherst, ]1002
545-0154
Southwest Women's Center
545-0626
Springfield Gay Alliance
732-9315
Together, Box 427, Forest Park Sta.,
Springfield 01108
Vi:!.lley Women's Center, Northampton
555:2011

.

180 Mass. Ave., Cambridge ·
Talking, Mostly Men, 864-4130
'PLAYLAND

BAR ·

·soMEWHERE

At The House Restaurant. _
12 Wilton St., Allston 783-5701
Men & Women. ''It's Different."

119 MERRIMAC

CONNECTICUT

WESTERN MASS.

FOCUS, journal for gay women , needs
' contributors. If you write short fiction ,
essays of interest to lesbians, or poetry,
please send it to FOCUS, C/0 DOB , 1151
Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA
02138. There is .no payment, but it is fun
to see your work i'n print , and you do get
free copies of the issues in which your
work is published. Include SASE for re• .
turn of material not accepted for publi(c)
cation.

SAINTS -

DELIVERY ENTRANCE

BOSTON EAGLE

46 Pleasant St., Cambridge MA
(Meets Thurs. , 8pm.)
536-3788
Lutherans Concerned for Gay People
Massachusetts Feminist Federal,Credit
Union, 186½ Hampshire St. ,
661-0450
Cambridge
52;3-7664
Metropolitan Co,mmunity Church
253-5440
MIT Homophile League, rm 50-306
National Lawyers Guild , 595 _Mass. Ave.,
Cambridge 02139
661-8898 , 661-6358
National Organization for Women
267-6160
New Words Bookstore
876-5310
Northeastern Gay Student Org., c/o
Student Activities Office, 255 Ell Ctr.
Older and Other Gays, c/o GCN, Box 1500.
22 Bromfield St., Boston 02108
Outreach Foundation for crossdressers,
transgenderists and gender dysthorics,
102 Charles St. , Suite 433, Boston 02114
Project Lambda
523-0368
Project Place
267-9150
Sexual Health centers of N.E., Inc'.
266-3444
739 Boylston St. , Boston 02116
333-0146
Fr. Paul Shanley (Exodus Center)
Tufts Gay Community,.c/o Student
Activities Office , Medfo.rd 02155
Unitarian Universalists Office of Gay
Concerns, 25 Beacon St. , Boston
742-2100
02108
Women's Alcoholism Program , 1348
661 -1316Cambridge St. , Cambridge 02139
Women 's Community Health in
547-2302
Cambridge

EASTERN MASS.

GAY SCENE - The Picture Homophile
Monthly in 8th Year of Publication. News
From Everywhere; Movement News;
King's Reviews· (Stage, Screen, Book &
T.V.); D.D.'s Best Bets; Lesbian Life; Articles; Nude Plaything of the Month;; F.3ligious News; Personals; and More. Send $1
for sample copy. $8.00 for 12 Issues (In
Plain Envelope) To: REGIMENT, Box 2~7,
Grand Cent. St., NYC 10017.

BOSTON BAR GUIDE ·

'

Quick
Gay Guide ·

FOCUS
A monthly journal of fiction, articles,
poetry, book reviews, etc ., by, for and
about gay women, 1 year subscription (12
tssues) $8. Sample copy 75¢. Always sent
in plain envelope. Focus, Box GCN , 1151
Mass. Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138.
(c)

METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
OF WORCESTER, church service at 6 Institute ·Road , 2 p.m. Sundays. 756-0730.

(Area Code 203)

"Come Out Tonight ," Box WYBC/Yale
Station , New Haven 06520
· CT Gay Task Force, P:O. Box 514 ,
522-5575
Hartford 06101 ,
Dignlty/New Haven, P.O. Box 3712 ,
Amith Sta. , New Haven 06525
889-7530
East Conn. Gay Alliance, Norwich
522-2646
George W. Henry Foundation , Hartford
Gay Alliance at Yale, Box 2031, Yale
Station , New Haven 06520
436-8945
Gay phone counseling (eves.), New Haven 436-8945
G·ay Switchboard
522-5575 '
Gay Women' s Collective, Women's Center,
U-118, ,University of CT,
Storrs 06268
486-4738
Hartford Gay Counseling
522-5575, 232-5110
Institute of Social Ethics/National Gay
Arch ive·s , 1' Gold St., Suite 2'28.
Hartford 06103
547-1281
l{alos/Gay Liberation , Hartford
568-2656
MCC/Hartford
232-5110 , 522-5575
New Haven Lesbian Rap, 148 Orange St. ,
New Haven
436-0272
The Church of the Eternal FJame Universal 527-2656
UConn Gay Alliance, 211 Student Union,
U of CT, Storrs 06268
Yalesbians , Box 2031 , Yale Staiion,
436-8945
New Haven 06520
Wesleyan Gay Alliance
635-3Q35

RHODE ISLAND

(Area Code 401)

Brown University Gay Lib. 305 Faunce
House, Waterman Ave. , Providence 02912
Office hours: Noon-1 pm weekdays
863-3062
Dignity/Providence, Box 2231, Pawtucket 02861
Gay Help Line
751-3322
Gay Community Services of A.I. ,
·
55 Eddy St., rm 306
Gay w'omen of Brown , c/o Sarah Doyle,
Women ' s Center, 186 Meeting St.,
863-2,189
Providence, 02912
272-9247
MCC/Providence, 134 Matthewson St.
MCC Innovative Ministry (terminally ill,
aged and handicapped), Rev. Michael
272-8482
Nordstrom
333-1396
Providence.Gav Grouo of AA

NEW HAMPSHIRE

(Area Code 603)

Christian Community Church
292 State Street
(617) 363-2286
MCC-Extension. 292 State St..
Portsmouth 03801
382 -4678
NH Lambda. Box 1043. Concord 03301
228-8542
Northwood Women's Group. G. Ball ,
Box 273. RFD 1. Manchester 03104
· NOW Lesbian Rights Task Force.
4 Valentine Hill Rd ., Durham 02834

VERMONT

(Area Code 802)

Counseling-Support for Gay Women ,
c/o Susan Katz, South VT Women 's Health
Center, 187 N. Main St. , Rutland , VT
05701
775-1518
Gay Student Union, U of VT, Burlington
05401 , M-F, 7-9pm
656-4173
\Jlromen 's Center, 182 Main St. , Burlington 863-1236

NEW YORK (CITY)

(Area Code 212)

Ass'n of Gay Social Workers,
c/o Gay Switchboard Message Center,
110 East 23rd St., Suite 502, 10010
777-7697

, 1270 Boylston St. 261-1257
Disco Dancing, Mixed (Mostly Men).

TWELVE CARVER

Church of the Beloved Disciple,
348W.14thSt..10004
242-6616
Gay People at Columbia, Columbia U.,
10027
280-2574
Gay Teacher's Association , 204 Lincoln
Pl. , Brooklyn- 1121-7
789-8176/499-1060
Gay Switchboard, Box 805 ,
Madison Sq. Sta., 10010
777-1800
925-2619
The GI i nes, 260 W. Broadway
Lambda Legal Defense , P.O . Box 5448,
758-1905
Grand Central Sta., 10017
Lesbian Herstory Archives,
P.O. Box 1258, 10001
741-2610
Lesbian Switchboard
MCC/NY, 201 W. 13th St. 10011
242-1212
National Coalition of Gay Activists,
P.O. Box A-711, Grand Central Sta. ,
10017
National Gay Task Force,
80 Fifth Ave., rm 506
741-1010
Oscar Wilde Memorial Bookshop ,
15 Christopher St.
255-8097
Tri-base Collective
533-4492
West Side Discussion Group,
675-01'43
37 Ninth Ave.

NEW YORK (STATE)
Affirmation (Unitarian Universalis·t Gay Caucus) .
34 Chestnut Rd .. Delmar 12054
Broome Coun ty Gay Alliance
P.O. Box F-1711
Binghamton 13902.
(607) 724-1~73
Capital District Gay Commun ity Center (7-11pm).
332 Hudson Ave .. Albany 12210
(5'18)462-6138
Capital District Gay Po li tical Caucus.
Box 131 . Albany 12201 ·
(518)462-6138
Cornell Gay Liberation
Room 28 Willard Straight Hall
(607) 256-6482
Cornel _
l Univ., lthacc1 ~485.3
Dignity/lntegrity/Roch e.ster , .1
42 Tyle r House. 17 So. F'itzhugh St..
Rochester 14614
(716) 232-6521
Empty C loset C0llectiv13 , 1255 Uni(716) 271 -6750
versity Ave .. Rochestes -14607
Gay Alliance of The Ge roi essee Valley.
IF1c .. 713 Monroe Ave .. Rocheste r (716) 244-8640
14614
or 244-9030
Gay Brotherhood of Rochester,
713 Monroe Ave .. Rochester
(716) 244-8640
Gay Liberation Front. U. of R.. Wilson
Commons. Roches ter 14607
(716) 275-6181
Gay Light Collect ive
389 W. Onondaga St.
(315)475-6875
Syracuse, 13202
Gay Task Force , 713 Monroe Ave ..
(716) 244-8640
Rochester (Mon. 7pm)
or 244-9030
Hamilton-Kirkland Gay Alliance . Box 80,
Hamilton College, Clinton 13323
Lambda Univ .. Box 131 , Albany 12201
(518)462-6138
Lesbian Resource Center, 713
Monroe Ave .. Rochester 14607
(716)244-9030
NY State Coalition of Gay Ofganizations ,
Box 131 . Albany 12201
.
(518)462-6138
Onondaga County Human Rights Coalition
Box 121 . DeWitt 13214
(315) 475-6857
Stonewall Society, Pougkeepsie
(914)473-3857
To update your listing or to put a nf!W _listing into
the Quick Gay Guide send info to Listings Editor,
GCN, 22 Bromfield St., Boston 02108.

